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WEL CO M E

WELCOME

Ken Davy
Chairman
The SimplyBiz Group

Hello, and welcome to the autumn edition of Adviser Today.
Keats may have referred to autumn as the “Season of mists and mellow
fruitfulness”, but there’s been very little mellow about it so far from my perspective!
Politically, it is difficult to remember a more tumultuous time, thanks to the
Brexit negotiations and a seemingly endlessly reshuffling Cabinet.
Likewise, the world of financial services never really stands still, and we have
seen a summer of ongoing regulatory, product and investment market change.
However, if four decades of experience in financial services have taught me
anything, it is that we need to continually keep an eye on not only the brightlyblossoming, headline-grabbing stories in our industry, but also the perennial
issues which continue to grow in the background.
Possibly the most dangerous of these issues to ignore, would be the UK’s massive
savings and pensions gap, along with a vital need to find a solution to the ever
increasing cost of long term care. I still passionately believe that these issues can
be solved, if a holistic view of these interlinked problems is taken, rather than the
development of solutions based on a ‘silo mentality’.
For example, just 16 years ago, the then Government launched Child Trust
Funds (CTFs) with the objective of encouraging every child to become a saver,
literally from birth. The Government provided an initial bonus of either £250
or £500 and, in the nine years they were available, some six million CTFs were
started. Had they been left in place, there would probably be about 12m CTFs
up and running by now.
The savings and pensions gap continues to be one of the biggest challenges
facing advisers, consumers and the UK economy as a whole but, whilst I am not
suggesting that CTFs alone would have solved the issues of savings, pensions and
long term care, it does clearly demonstrate that individuals and families can be
‘nudged’ to start saving early.
I can often be found in the press, at events or in this publication, heralding the
significant value that advisers can offer, and doing all we can to tackle this savings
and pensions gap is yet another way in which that value is demonstrated.
I hope you enjoy this edition of Adviser Today. If you have any feedback, please
do let us know.

Best regards,

The content of this publication is for financial adviser use only, not for use with customers.
For more information about our services, please call us on 01484 439100 or email info@simplybiz.co.uk

www.simplybiz.co.uk
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IN YOUR CORNER
Ken’s career in financial services spans over five decades, and he is still
passionate about the adviser community, the value of the services it
provides and ensuring consumers have access to that advice. In this edition’s
‘In Your Corner’, Ken discusses the current PII crisis and why ambulance
chasers may have just been prescribed a taste of their own medicine.

Ken Davy
Chairman
The SimplyBiz Group
The famous American baseball player, Yogi Berra - who rivals
our own David Coleman for quirky misquotes - allegedly said, “It’s
deja vu all over again!” Unfortunately, it is a term which springs
to mind when I look at the current state of the UK’s Professional
Indemnity Insurance market, where it really does seem to be ‘deja vu
all over again’.
It was not many years ago when, despite it being a regulatory
requirement for a financial adviser to have PI insurance, it became
virtually impossible for anyone to obtain cover at a reasonable
premium. Indeed, to all intents and purposes, the PI market shut
down for the intermediary sector. Such was the crisis, that the then
regulator, the FSA, turned a blind eye to the fact that over a thousand
firms were trading without PI insurance. Clearly, neither the FCA
nor anyone else wants to see this situation reoccurring, yet all the
signs are that we are charging headlong into exactly that, unless we
can bring some pragmatism into the market.

‘I BELIEVE IT IS ALSO RIGHT
AND PROPER, HOWEVER,
THAT AMBULANCE CHASERS
– OR CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
COMPANIES – SHOULD BE
REGULATED BY THE FCA, AND
THE SOONER THE BETTER.’

The point which has to be grasped by the regulator is that insurance
underwriters simply employ their capital in the areas of business
where they can calculate the risks and where, ultimately, taking
the business cycle into account, they can be reasonably confident
of making a profit. Of course they understand that insurance
is about risk, but it is specifically about ‘calculated risk’, and this
applies whether they are insuring young drivers, trapeze artists or
financial advisers!
If an activity is unknown because they cannot get the data, or it is a
new hazard where no reliable data exists, their only course of action
is to assume the worst and price that into the premium. If there are
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too many unknowns, and they cannot sensibly price the risks, they
will simply withdraw their capital from the market and focus on areas
of business which are more certain, and therefore where they can apply
their underwriting skills to good effect. This is what happened when
they pulled out of the financial intermediary sector a few years ago.
Under pension freedom, new and unquantifiable risks are emerging
from the poorly considered rules. It is also fairly clear that a minority
of advisers have exposed themselves, and the sector, to claims through
poor advice. Unsurprisingly therefore, the regulator is belatedly
focussing on where bad advice may have been given and bringing
the culprits to book. Finally, under the new FSCS funding proposals,
the FCA has suggested that PI insurers should be, in essence, forced
to extend their risk coverage.
Is it any wonder then that PI premiums are going through the roof,
and that insurers are talking of pulling out of the market altogether?
Sadly, as far as the PI market is concerned, it really does feel like deja
vu all over again! I believe the regulator, the profession and the PI
insurers need to get round the table and bring some common sense
to the situation before it becomes untenable.
Turning from the subject of advisers being too stringently treated,
to those who have received, in my opinion, far too much leniency.
I am sure you will have been delighted to note that, at long last, the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is going to formally regulate the
ambulance chasers.
How long will it be before we see adverts from ambulance chasers,
offering to recover some of the extortionate amounts other ambulance
chasing firms have been charging customers over the past 30 years?
What an irony that would be as, from my information, charges of a
third and more of the money ‘recovered’ is not uncommon.
It is right and proper that consumers are protected from mis-selling
and bad advice and that, when it occurs, it is sorted out and they are
properly compensated. I believe it is also right and proper, however,
that ambulance chasers – or claims management companies – should
be regulated by the FCA, and the sooner the better.
One rather gets the impression that the FCA is slightly reluctant
to take on this particular regulatory task, which the government has
thrust upon it. Nonetheless, the reality is that regulation of claims
management companies is set to start in April 2019, and it will be
very interesting to see how it develops.
For example, are the ambulance chasers going to be expected to
‘treat their customers fairly’ and if not, why not?

IN YOUR CO RN E R

‘HOW LONG WILL IT BE BEFORE WE SEE ADVERTS FROM AMBULANCE CHASERS,
OFFERING TO RECOVER SOME OF THE EXTORTIONATE AMOUNTS OTHER
AMBULANCE CHASING FIRMS HAVE BEEN CHARGING CUSTOMERS
OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS?’
Then there’s the vexed issue of charges, and their current lack of transparency.
I believe consumers should be made aware of the costs of signing up to an
ambulance chaser, and be informed of their right to the free use of the Financial
Ombudsman Service.
There is also the issue of GDPR. Are claims management companies simply
going to ignore the new data protection rules, or can we look forward to a future
free of nuisance calls?
Whatever the future holds for claims management companies, they will find life
as FCA-regulated businesses a whole lot more challenging than the free rein they
have enjoyed to date.
I look forward with bated breath to seeing the first ambulance chaser fall prey
to another claims management company!
You can keep up to date
with Ken’s blogs in the
‘News’ section of the
SimplyBiz website at
www.simplybiz.co.uk
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THE LIFE OF PII
Ni c k C a m p b e l l
PII Manager
The SimplyBiz Group
As I’m sure you’re aware, Professional Indemnity insurers are
increasingly seeking more detail on the areas of business conducted
by firms. This is particularly the case where the firm’s business
model includes the sale or recommendation of complex or higher
risk products, such as defined benefit pension transfers.
To ensure that you are in the best possible position to secure PI
cover, I have addressed some of the questions most frequently asked
by Members below:
How long will it take to get cover?
You need to allow plenty of time to get cover in place, we
suggest that you start the process at least 6 weeks before your
renewal date.
If you are to be newly authorised, generally speaking it is useful to
allow a period of 2-3 weeks to put the policy in place.
This will allow time to research the market and get quotations.
You will then need time to consider these, to provide any further
information required by the insurer, and decide how to proceed.
SimplyBiz can help to facilitate this process for you.
What information do you need to provide to get a
quotation and why?
There is a difference between getting an estimate (or indication)
of cost and getting a formal quotation. A broker may be able to
provide an estimate over the phone, relatively quickly. However,
a formal quotation is typically a firm offer of cover from insurers
pending satisfaction of any subjectivities.
Typically, you will be provided with a proposal form to complete.
The length and complexity of this may depend on whether you
are renewing with the same insurer or seeking cover from a new
provider. Usually less information will be required for renewal and
this may be limited to a new proposal form, report and accounts
and claims information.
The proposal form will summarise the main aspects of your
firm’s activities, and is the key piece of information for the insurer
in underwriting the risk. It is important that you make full and
accurate disclosure of all the information for which you are asked,
including any additional information that is requested.
The main factors influencing the premium are:
• Business activities (e.g. DB pension transfers)
• Type of clients (e.g. corporate, high net worth or retail)
• Geographical scope of activities
• Turnover (by geography)
• Claim history
• Policy excess.

Will there be excesses on the policy?
The policy excess will apply separately to each claim, and even
each claimant, depending on the firm’s activities. This is an amount
(of each claim) that the firm must bear at its own cost. Importantly,
policies require claims to be notified (subject to the specific
notification provisions on the policy) even if the cost of the
claim is within the amount of the excess.
Recent experience suggests that you should expect to accept
a higher excess where the business risks are greater, for example,
DB transfers.
Within reason, increasing the policy excess may lead to a premium
saving. However this may also mean an increase in capital adequacy
requirements, so be prepared!
Which policy exclusions should I expect?
Professional Indemnity policies exclude risks that the insurers are
unable or unwilling to cover. The most notable for Professional
Indemnity are claims involving strict liability, contractual liabilities
and guarantees, which are not subject to the test of negligence; fines,
penalties and liquidated damages (including contractual penalty
clauses); bonding liabilities (for which separate covers are available).
Since early 2018, insurers have also been excluding DB Transfer
business, both legacy and going forward. For this reason, it is
important that you apply a rigorous approach to any transfer that
you administer or advise upon, whether this is business done in the
past, or is part of your current business offering, that you start the
renewal process early.

To find out more, please contact our PII team on
01484 439124 or at pii@simplybiz.co.uk
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POST FLOTATION SPECIAL
“Ensuring Member and Client needs remain
at the heart of what we do”

2018 has been an extremely busy year for The SimplyBiz Group
so far, and our Joint CEOs have been firmly at the heart of the
action. During a very brief respite in their schedules, Adviser Today
caught up with Matt Timmins and Neil Stevens to talk about
the flotation of the Group, the landscape of the sector and the
challenges and opportunities facing advisers in coming months.

Tu r n o v e r t o r e a d o u r e x c l u s i v e
interview in full.
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Ne i l S t e v e n s a n d M a t t Ti m m i n s
Jo i n t C E O s
The SimplyBiz Group

On the 4th of April this year, The
SimplyBiz Group floated on the
London Stock Exchange. Why did
you take the decision to make
this step for the business?
Matt Timmins: The flotation was not a
simple decision, nor one made quickly,
but the culmination of years of work
which brought us to this point. There
were a number of reasons why we knew
that this was the right decision for the
Group; transitioning the shareholder base,
ensuring business continuity and stability
for the long-term future of the company,
maintaining our independence and
providing funding to fuel both organic and
acquisitive growth.

How will this affect the advisers
and brokers who are Members
and Clients of the Group?
Neil Stevens: We believe our clients will
feel that the flotation is a hugely positive
move. Not only have we safeguarded the
future of the business, but I believe that the
firms that use our services will appreciate the
fact that The SimplyBiz Group is, and will
remain, independent. Professional financial
advisers are one of the few professions which
most understand the importance of having
independent status when it comes to their
own businesses. What it means for The
SimplyBiz Group specifically is that we are
completely free of provider bias or influence.
And, more importantly, free to make business
decisions based on the needs of our Member
and Client Firms and no-one else.
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MT: With the flotation in mind, one of
the first actions we took as a company was
to create a Member and Client share option
plan. This was offered without charge and
taken up by over 50% of the membership,
demonstrating a desire by firms to share
in the success of the Group. And we fully
recognise that the success of the Group is
also very much the success of our Members
and Clients; the share option scheme is
simply our way of showing how much we
value loyalty, and that we’re looking forward
to working with the firms we serve for many
years to come.

What challenges and opportunities
face advisers in the coming months?
MT: Something that is both an opportunity
and a challenge is DB pension transfers.
Ever since pension freedom reared its head,
hardly a day has passed without DB transfers
appearing in either the trade or mainstream
press. There’s a huge amount of interest from
clients and, as a result, advisers; consistently,
around 50% of the calls taken by our
pensions technical team are on defined
benefit schemes.
Many of our Member and Client Firms
don’t give DB transfer advice themselves,
either because they don’t hold the relevant
qualifications and permissions or because
they have chosen not to be involved in such
a specialist area. However, the demand
from clients is still there, which is why we
introduced our Pension Transfer Bureau in
2016; we now have six partners who have
undergone our due diligence requirements
and are working with our Member and
Client Firms to deliver pension transfer
guidance to clients.

Advisers are already finding it more of a
struggle to obtain PI cover; some providers
are flat out refusing to offer policies to those
firms conducting DB transfer business,
whilst others are quoting excess levels so
high that the result is similarly prohibitive.
NS: Similarly, technology is both an
opportunity and a threat. Over the past few
years, we have learned that consumers aren’t
currently turning away from advisers in their
droves to adopt full robo-advised solutions.
This wouldn’t have proved surprising to
anyone in the financial services market; time
and time again, the value of professional, faceto-face advice has been proven and no digital
advice service in the market so far has been
compelling enough to tempt consumers.
However, technology will improve in leaps
and bounds over the next few years, and
younger consumers – the ‘wealth in waiting’
clients – may opt for automated or semiautomated solutions.
There is a real opportunity here for advisers
to embrace emerging and evolving tech and
build some automated services into their
proposition. I believe the real winners will be
advisers who successfully introduce hybrid
robo and face-to-face solutions, thereby
appealing to a wider and more diverse
demographic.
NS: The workplace continues to offer
a rich seam of opportunity; engage
with businesses and business owners on
GPPs or group risk policies, and you are
likely to end up advising them on their
holistic financial needs. Re-enrolment for
workplace pensions is underway, and will
be ongoing for all UK firms from now on,
and it makes a great opportunity to engage
with businesses.

ADVISER MATTE RS

MT: MiFID II arrived in January, and with it,
an increased responsibility to prove suitability
of advice for a client’s individual needs.
Coupled with the FCA’s platform review and
investigation into model portfolios, there has
been a real concentration on fund selection.
Advisers who select model portfolios and leave
them to run without rigorous review and
rebalancing (where appropriate) are likely to
find themselves in trouble with the regulator.
Model portfolios can work well for clients
with whom an adviser holds regular reviews
and, after re-assessing risk, re-balancing
if appropriate. They are however, in the
main, not being managed properly and
many advisers would to better to switch to
managed models or multi-asset fund-of-funds
structures.
I fundamentally believe that multi-asset
fund-of-funds, run to a client’s individual risk
profile is the best option for the majority of
clients, delivering true risk adjusted returns
over the long term, following a fully informed
and involved advice process. Advisers and
clients can also be reassured that their money
is being actively managed by a professional
fund manager, whose job it is to stick to that
mandate for the client at all times.
The platform review also has the potential
to change the working practices of many
advice firms, as well as the services being
offered by platforms. At the very core of
this is the notion that the client pays for
the platform and not the adviser. It is
therefore not right that the many platforms
are geared towards delivering ‘free’ tools for
the adviser’s benefit.

Advisers need to think long and hard
about decoupling the advice process (and
the tools and technologies they use in this
process) from their choice of platform
and, indeed, the transaction through the
platform. We are perhaps entering the dawn
of a new era for platforms where they may
be used simply as a commodity trading
engine for clients, owning the key tasks of
depository, custodian and record-keeper,
and everything else will be decoupled from
this environment and can be delivered, and
paid for, by the adviser, or explicitly by the
client as part of the advice process.

‘I’M VERY PROUD TO
WORK IN A SECTOR
WHICH DOES SO MUCH
GOOD FOR CONSUMERS,
FOR UK BUSINESS AND
FOR THE NATIONAL
ECONOMY.’
NS: Finally, probably the most pervasive
threat to the industry as a whole is the lack
of new blood. Finding the next generation
of advisers has been an issue within financial
services for as long as I’ve worked in the
sector – and probably long before – and yet
we are not significantly closer to finding a
solution.

Apprenticeships seem to be the most
viable answer to bringing new advisers into
the industry, and I’m delighted to have seen
just how popular the New Model Business
Academy’s financial adviser apprenticeship
scheme has been since its launch in April.
We have brought in around 60 apprentices,
and I’m pleased to say that they are all
flourishing well.
However, the NMBA is not going to be
able to replenish the entire industry singlehandedly, and we need more schemes and
initiatives to encourage young people into
financial services. If you are in a position
to take on an apprentice or trainee, I would
urge you to do so. If you are not, then please
do all you can to spread the word about how
wonderful a career in financial advice can
be. I’m very proud to work in a sector which
does so much good for consumers, for UK
business and for the national economy, and
I constantly sing the praises of our fantastic
industry. If all of our Member and Client
Firms do the same, then I hope it’ll move us
a few steps closer to guaranteeing the future
of professional financial advice.

For more information visit
www.simplybizgroup.co.uk
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PLANNING TOOLS

CENTRALISED INVESTMENT PROCESS

INTEGRATED RESEARCH

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

CLIENT REPORTS

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

Take a look at the latest report from Ian McKenna on the value that Centra can bring to
your business. Read it now at: ftrc.co/ian-mckenna/ian-money-marketing/

Centra is available exclusively to Members and Clients of The SimplyBiz Group. You will receive unlimited
licences at no cost, access to the consultancy team to help implement the solution within your business,
workshops, online self-learning and a dedicated helpdesk, making adoption simple and eﬃcient.

To ﬁnd out more, visit the Member/Client website, or call 0808 124 0000.
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SIMPLYREFER: HELPING
YOU MEET ALL YOUR
CLIENTS’ NEEDS

For those of you not familiar with our new tailor-made referral
panel, SimplyRefer was created earlier this year to help you with
those cases you either can’t (or don’t want to) deal with. You may
not hold the relevant permission or qualifications in a certain area
to offer the service your clients need, or you may just not have
enough time or resources to devote to a particular case.
With more and more advisers now choosing to provide a fully
holistic service, we know it can be difficult when you cannot
provide a specific service that you believe would be the best course
of action for your client.
This is where the SimplyRefer panel can help.
Our referral panel can help you to provide a full and complete
service to your clients by taking on the cases that you can’t, by
offering you access to a wide range of additional services and
partners who specialise in various business areas including:
• Later life lending
• Care funding advice
• Pension transfers
• GI and commercial insurance
• Retirement income planning
• Protection and private medical insurance
• Secured loans
• Estate planning, will writing and probate
• Junior ISAs
• Lending solutions including conveyancing services, large mortgage
loans and debt management
• A complete service for lower-value clients (NEW SERVICE)

Not only can our chosen referral partners offer your clients their
specialised advice and services, but in most instances you will still
earn a fee for the case. What could be easier? Your client receives the
service they need and you are free to focus your time and attention
on other areas.
Continued growth

We’re continuing to expand our panel and, since launching earlier
this year, we have introduced three new pension transfer partners
to this highly specialised area; Tuto, Broadgate and, most recently,
Pension Income Planning Ltd. Each of our pension transfer partners
bring with them a wealth of experience and expertise and can help
you to deal with the high demand that is currently being seen in
this area.
We have also added a brand new business area to the panel for
those advisers who may need some assistance with the ongoing
servicing requirements of lower-value clients. Having spoken
with many of our Members, it has become evident that there are
a number of clients that advisers have on record who are simply no
longer viable to service. Our newest partner, Onvestor, allows you
to pass on these clients, safe in the knowledge that they will receive
a reliable service from a trusted firm, whilst providing you with
an ongoing revenue stream. For more information about our new
partner, and the service they offer, turn to page 16.

For full details of the services and partners available
via SimplyRefer, visit the Propositions area of the
SimplyBiz Member website.
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WELCOME TO GUARDIAN

REBUILDING CONSUMER
TRUST IN THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES SECTOR
Simon Davis
Chief Executive Officer
G u a rd i a n F i n a n c i a l S e r v i c e s
Guardian re-entered the protection market in August, with an established
name but a brand new proposition and every intention of disrupting the
status quo. Adviser Today caught up with Guardian CEO, Simon Davis, to
find out more about what needs to change, and how they plan to make
it happen!

You’ve
spoken
in
previous
interviews about Guardian acting
as a ‘positive disruptor’ to the
protection market; what do you
believe are the biggest elements
that need to change?
One of the main motivators for me and the
team when we started setting up Guardian, was
that we could see that the protection market
wasn’t working as effectively as it should.
My father-in-law was an insurance salesman,
and at a young age I grew used to hearing
positive, life-changing stories about the
difference that his work made; critical illness
paying out when it was needed, a cheque that
meant that a family could stay in their home
and their children could stay together in the
same school. I learned the value of advice, and
understood that protection should safeguard
the things that I knew were important,
without causing additional angst at often
difficult times.
From this point on, I had a passion to do
things properly, and I knew that providing
protection cover could be done in a better way.
Guardian has set out to do that, with a
philosophy built on three core elements –
trust, certainty and suitability.
Currently, the general public doesn’t have
a great deal of trust in the financial services
industry – something created in the main by
headline-grabbing issues with life companies.
Alongside advisers, Guardian wants to
facilitate public trust in financial services,
approached in a number of ways;
• Through advisers demonstrating expertise;
clients trust advisers to be competent
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• Providing clear explanations of everything
from condition definitions to cost
• Not being overly simplistic with
consumers; advisers’ competency and
technical ability needs to be visible to
clients
• Equally visible should be an adviser’s
honesty and integrity. It is a sector which
trades on trust and customers need
to believe in their adviser. In addition
to their technical ability, advisers also
need to demonstrate that they observe
confidentiality, have empathy and are
respectful and transparent

‘OUR BRAND
PROMISE IS TO
MAKE LIFE BETTER,
AND I BELIEVE THIS
IS EVIDENT IN OUR
CORE AREAS
OF FOCUS.’
When it comes to transparency – too much
of the detail nowadays is lost in the small print.
Both advisers and providers need to stick to
their word, and do what they say they will.
In order to build public trust in Guardian,
and help to rebuild trust in the financial
services industry, I know that we need
to address commonly held perceptions. Our
brand promise is to make life better, and I
believe this is evident in our core areas of focus.

For example, we have simplified and clarified
the entire process, from the language used
around definitions to the claims process.
Customers pay for protection cover in good
faith, and they should receive a pay-out in the
same way. Guardian wants to remove some of
the obstacles to make a claim, for example, if
your UK Consultant tells us your client had a
heart-attack, we pay out without any further
quibbles or qualification requested. There is
absolutely no need to increase the hardship of
individuals by not making payments quickly.
Our exclusive ‘Payout Planner’ functionality
means that clients can nominate up to 9
beneficiaries as part of the application process,
which means that payouts won’t be held up
by the probate process. The ethos of putting
the client at the centre of everything we do
can also be seen in our dual-life (as opposed
to joint-life) cover, which means that the
bereaved half of the pair isn’t left unprotected,
on top of everything else they have to worry
about at that point.
Whatever Guardian does, we always
consider the consequences for clients – we are
constantly thinking about the outcomes.

Your approach to products
and underwriting seems very
customer-centric. Why did you
take the decision to deal with
consumers only through advisers?
Selling our products through intermediaries
comes down to the question of suitability,
and ensuring that the right products are sold
to the right people. We believe that financial
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advisers are perfectly positioned to ensure
that consumers get the right advice and,
ultimately, the right level of protection.
Clients don’t tend to consider their own
mortality and morbidity unprovoked but,
by looking at the holistic financial needs
of a client, an adviser can guide them to
get the right protection cover in place. We
believe that advisers are instrumental in
ensuring that the right products get to the
right people.

With
such
an
innovative
proposition, why did you decide
to reintroduce an existing brand
to the market?

GRY_010_Brand_Reborn_ad_CMYK_210x297.indd 1

As you can see, we are creating something
entirely new with the Guardian proposition,
however, at the same time, I have also spoken
about the need to create trust in financial
services amongst the general public. When
launching our brand we had the option
to create something entirely new and
build into it, or to breathe new life into a
brand both recognisable and synonymous
with trust. We were fortunate to have
access to the Guardian brand, a brand now
re-born.
We hope that advisers will identify
Guardian as a brand with both a long and
respected legacy, but with confidence that it
will also have a strong long-term future.
Previously, Guardian stood for the same
things we now stand for; doing the right
things, for the right reasons. Even the word
itself suggests safety and protection; exactly
what we will provide.

What do the next twelve months
hold for Guardian?
From August onwards, we will see a
widening of our distribution through a
phased roll-out, following a successful
pilot scheme. We chose to do a carefully
measured, phased roll-out in order to ensure
a consistently great customer experience.
While our life and critical illness products
are currently available, these will be joined
by our income and business protection
propositions.
We aim to give advisers access to a wide
range of the best products available, as our
goal is to help ensure that more consumers
have the right cover in place, through the
right products.
We will be continually working on
our product range and enhancing and
improving wherever we can. Guardian
aims to make life better for advisers and
consumers, and part of this will be offering
a service which is better, easier and quicker
than what is currently available.
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Simon grew up in Sutton Coldfield,
a suburb of Birmingham, and after a
childhood playing as much sport as
possible, he qualified as a Chartered
Accountant. Married to Julie for 32
years (but together for almost 40 years),
they have two grown-up children, James
and Louise.
Simon is the Founder and Chief
Executive of Gryphon Group Holdings,
which launched the exciting new
protection challenger, Guardian Financial
Services, to the market in 2018.
Having worked in the life insurance
sector of financial services for over 25
years, he has a deep understanding and
appreciation of the needs of advisers and
their clients. Simon is passionate about
doing the right thing, about keeping
it simple, about making a difference.
Growing up in a family where protection
insurance was highly valued – his fatherin-law was an insurance sales adviser –
Simon strongly supports the vital service
and value-add that advisers provide
to families by advising them on their
protection needs.
Bringing the Guardian brand back to life
has given Simon the opportunity to realise
his ambition for every family to have
protection that they truly believe in.
It was this passion and ambition that
inspired Simon and his team to challenge
industry practice, develop a suite of bestin-class products and launch them under
the Guardian brand promise: Life. Made
Better.
In his spare time, Simon enjoys musical
theatre, cycling, walking and travel.

To find out more about Guardian
and our new approach to protection,
visit guardian1821.co.uk/advisers
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A BRAND NEW SERVICE
FROM SIMPLYBIZ

PROBLEMS
SERVING
LOWER-VALUE
CLIENTS?
Let Onvestor help you realise the full commercial
benefit from them – completely hassle-free.

Michael Basi
CEO
Onvestor
Let’s face it – most of us are more switched on to working with
higher-value clients than we are lower-value clients. Sure, we know
there may be some long-term potential there, but that doesn’t mean
that’s where a lot of our resource should (or does) go.
Just giving up on these clients would seem a little wasteful though.
They must have some form of implicit value – working out exactly
where takes a lot of effort in itself, however. And the backdrop of
sunset clauses, reducing trail income and increasing regulatory risk
only adds to the challenge.
So how do you tackle this problem? Well, you start by squaring up
to some ‘urban myths’ about it...
Six urban myths about dealing with lower-value
clients...
1. Open for business?

Most start up in business happy to deal with any clients that come
their way. But the £20 a month ISA? Is this central to your business
strategy? If not, don’t let it divert your resources or focus.
2. The regulator’s best friend?

You might feel your client service is OK, but the Thematic Paper
14/21 and the Supervision Report of February 2017 raise the bar
somewhat. You might have more ‘back book’ risk than you think.
3. Building business value?

The old formula of a healthy multiple of recurring income doesn’t
work so well in a climate of sunset clauses, or one where the salability
of clients that aren’t signed up or actively engaged isn’t clear.
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‘THEY MUST HAVE SOME
FORM OF IMPLICIT
VALUE – WORKING
OUT EXACTLY WHERE
TAKES A LOT OF EFFORT.’
4. “I’ll get round to them”

Fine in theory, except you haven’t so far. That’s partly because
you’re busy serving your higher-value clients, and partly because
you never wanted to be ‘the Tesco of financial advice’. We do.
5. Robo to the rescue?

Nutmeg have spent millions generating 50,000 accounts, with
balances averaging little over £20k. Could you do better? (And is
this in any case the sort of service your clients want?)
6. If all else fails, a sale

Perhaps, but selling on a client book is more complicated than
before. For maximum value, you need a validated, clean book with
guaranteed, contracted income. Exactly what we build.
The good news is that this doesn’t all have to be bad news.
At Onvestor, we’re fully geared up to focus on the clients that
you don’t want to focus on. We combine the very best advice skills
with the very best retail ones, and use technology and well-designed
workflow to deliver a high-quality customer experience in a highlyefficient way.

ADVISER MATTE RS

Following a highly-disciplined, data-informed client migration
process (with whatever degree of co-branding suits your firm),
Onvestor can take the regulatory responsibility for your clients –
and through very strong engagement with them, provide a clear
pathway to better financial outcomes using a full suite of products
and services...from investments and pensions to mortgages,
protection, estate and tax planning and more.
Your clients get not just a ‘soft landing’, but a service they can
truly benefit from. You get the benefit of ‘cliff-edge-avoiding’
guaranteed income for the first 12 months, and a revenue share in
perpetuity – without any effort on your part. And should any of
these clients prove to have wealth that makes them better suited to
your proposition and not ours, we’ll happily and elegantly channel
them back to you – meaning you never miss out on the clients you
were most interested in in the first place.

3. Build genuine business value.

If you’re looking to exit your business soon, you want capital
value. If you’re not, you want enhanced revenue. Onvestor delivers
on both. Vulnerable trail becomes guaranteed, contracted and
securitisable. The book becomes 100% clean. And the multiple
achievable on exit grows.

Just look at what a relationship with Onvestor could
bring you...
1. Make money from every single client.

The compelling proposition of advice from a human, not a robot,
gives a unique customer experience that engages and informs like
no other. And the efficiency of a state-of-the-art fintech firm that
makes this work from the very first £1.
2. Enjoy 100% regulatory peace of mind.

A comprehensive and fully-auditable advisory and client service
experience that matches and surpasses all regulator expectations. No
more headaches in trying to do this yourself with lower-value clients in
an economically-viable way. Compliance without concern.

We’d love to hear from you to talk through our
proposition in more detail. Contact us now on
020 3865 8000, and we’ll organise a
meeting to do just that.
Onvestor Advisory Limited is an Appointed Representative of Basi & Basi Financial Planning
Limited, Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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A WALK
THROUGH
THE LATEST
REGULATION
R i c h a r d Nu t t a l l
He a d o f Po l i c y
The SimplyBiz Group
The rest of us may have been enjoying the spoils of the unusually
pleasant British weather, or even headed off to more exotic climes
ourselves during the summer, however, as we know, the regulator
never rests! It therefore seems like a good idea to bring you up to
speed with some of the FCA’s activity over the past few months.
PS18/13 - FCA Regulated fees and levies 2018/19
A Policy Statement released in July confirms the final periodic
regulatory fees and levies for the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA), the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), the Money
Advice Service (MAS), Pension Wise service, Single Financial
Guidance Body (SFGB), and the Illegal Money Lending levy (IML)
expenses of HM Treasury.
Full details of the requirements can be found in the Policy
Statement on the regulator’s website.
The FCA has confirmed the following:
• The annual funding requirement (AFR), including consumer
credit is £543.9m, an increase of 3.2%
• The minimum fees for 2018/19 will rise by 3% on those in
2017/18. This means that if your firm is small enough to fall
below the minimum size thresholds for the fee blocks you will
pay only the minimum fee.
• Flat fees for 2018/19 will rise by 3%
• The FCA has linked minimum fees and flat fees to movements
in the ongoing regulatory activities (ORA), which has risen by
3%
• The Financial Ombudsman Service general levy is £24.5m
• The budget for the Money Advice Service for 2018/19 is
£83.1m. This is made up of £26.8m for the delivery of money
advice and £56.3m to fund the coordination and provision of
debt advice.
• Pension guidance levies (PGL) are confirmed at £16.9m
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The FCA Fees Calculator combines the SFGB money advice levy
with the Money Advice Service money advice levy; the SFGB debt
advice levy with the Money Advice Service debt advice levy; and
the SFGB pensions guidance levy with the Pension Wise pensions
guidance levy.
The outcome is an increase of 4.2% for fee block A13 (Investments),
but spread over a greater number of firms, and an increase of 3.8%
for fee block A18 (Home Finance). Full details are in the paper.

'THE FCA PROVIDES A
FACILITY ON ITS WEBSITE
TO ENABLE FIRMS TO
CALCULATE THEIR
PERIODIC FEES FOR THE
FORTHCOMING YEAR
BASED ON THE DRAFT
FCA, CONSUMER CREDIT,
PGL, FOS AND MAS
CONSULTATIVE RATES.’

How to calculate your fees
The FCA provides a facility on its website to enable firms to
calculate their periodic fees for the forthcoming year based on the
draft FCA, consumer credit, PGL, FOS and MAS consultative
rates. The fees calculator will also cover FSCS levies, and is now
available for use.

TEC HNICAL TALK

Dealing with clients abroad
We have received a number of calls recently from advisers wishing
to provide advice to clients who are resident abroad, therefore I
thought it would be timely to remind you of the process that the
FCA would expect you to follow.
In general, an authorised firm is not allowed to conduct regulated
business with clients resident in other EEA member states, whether
such clients are resident temporarily or permanently, where
the business involves an element of ‘cross-border’ activity such
as advising a client whilst they are physically present in another
member state.
Firms can become able to conduct such regulated business by
applying to FCA in order to exercise ‘passporting’ rights under one
of the relevant European Directives. Following the Mortgage Credit
Directive, passporting applies to mortgage activities conducted by
UK authorised firms in an EEA state.
Firms wishing to carry on regulated activities (e.g. advising on
investments) with or for residents of the Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man, or indeed other non-EEA countries (e.g. Australia),
may require appropriate authorisations from the relevant financial
services regulator of the country into which the services are being
provided. This may be the situation whether business is conducted
on a remote basis (e.g. by telephone) or through a sales visit to the
relevant country. It is important to appreciate that the regulatory
situation will differ from country to country, and firms may have
to ascertain the regulatory stance of the relevant country prior to
carrying on any regulated activities.
Although the FCA has no formal involvement in any overseas
authorisation process, it is likely to expect UK regulated firms to
keep it notified of their activities, in particular if such activities are
being carried out on a more frequent or organised basis. Usually
the FCA will not expect to be notified of one-off or infrequent
transactions. You should also consider that, whilst the regulatory
requirements of the relevant country may apply, any FCA regulated
activities carried on from the offices of the firm in the UK will

be subject to the normal FCA regulatory requirements when
conducting business. Therefore, overseas clients should be treated
no differently to UK residents, albeit that certain other issues may
also have to be considered, such as the client’s overseas tax situation.
The FCA expects that any advice that you provide to clients
wherever they are located is suitable, therefore, if you wish to advise
clients that are based outside the UK, you will need to confirm with
your PI insurers that you have cover for any advice that you give to
these clients.
If your PI insurers will cover you for advice to a client that is based
outside the UK, then you will need to consider whether you have
sufficient knowledge of the client’s taxation and benefits situation,
and how this would impact on any advice that you may give them.
You may decide that the client would be best seeking specialist
advice if you do not know enough about the client’s tax regime to
be able to give the client the appropriate advice.
And finally, change to reporting eligible income for
FSCS - pure protection income
You may have received an email from the FCA querying the data
that you have submitted to it for the financial year ending in 2018.
In the email, it confirms that firms should no longer report pure
protection income in FSCS life and pensions class (SC02). Pure
protection income should be reported in the General Insurance
Distribution class (SB02) for financial year ending in 2018. There
is no change to previous reporting periods.

If you have any questions about the information in this
article, or any other compliance queries, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch on 01484 439120
or at compliance@simplybiz.co.uk
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RETIREMENT OUTCOMES:
FINAL REPORT

Liz Coyle
C o m p l i a n c e Po l i c y M a n a g e r
The SimplyBiz Group
In June this year, the FCA released its Retirement Outcomes
Review Final Report, following a year long consultation into how
the retirement income market was functioning in the post pension
freedom world.
It identified a number of concerns and presented a number of
remedies to meet those concerns. Firstly though, a summary of the
regulator’s headline findings:
• As you will know from your day-to-day interactions with
clients, the market is still developing and there is an ongoing
period of adjustment for both advisers and clients. Again, as
you will have experienced yourselves, the regulator found that
the freedom and choice introduced by pensions freedom have
been popular, but have also required people to make more
complicated decisions about retirement than previously.
• It found that Defined Contribution (DC) pots are still
relatively small for most retirees and are often not their main
source of retirement income. However, with the decline of
Defined Benefit (DB) schemes, many consumers will rely
increasingly on DC pots as a major source of retirement
income over the medium and long term.
The regulator’s review focused upon those consumers who do not
take advice and, in news that will not be even slightly surprising to
you, its evidence shows that these consumers are at a risk of harm.
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The FCA surmised that:
• There were weak competitive pressures and low levels of
switching. Most consumers chose the ‘path of least resistance’,
accepting drawdown from their current pension provider
without shopping around.
• One in three consumers who had gone into drawdown recently
were unaware of where their money was invested.
• Some providers were ‘defaulting’ consumers into cash or cashlike assets, but the regulator found that holding cash is highly
unlikely to be suitable for someone planning to draw-down
their pot over a longer period.
• There is a possibility that consumers might pay too much
in charges. The FCA found that charges for non-advised
consumers varied considerably from 0.4% to 1.6% between
providers, and are, on average, higher than in accumulation
(where in some cases they are capped at 0.75%).
• For consumers proceeding without advice, drawdown charges
could be complex, opaque and hard to compare.
• The regulator also stated that, to date, it had not seen
significant product innovation for mass-market consumers.

TEC HNICAL TALK

So, what will this mean in practicality? Well, the regulator will be
focussing on the following:
Before consumers access their pension savings – better
communications, support and guidance
The FCA wants to improve the effectiveness of consumer
communications, and ensure consumers understand and can access
the support or guidance they need.
Amendments to the ‘wake-up packs’, to ensure they reach
consumers at the right time to inform their decision, and are
truly valuable.
The FCA is consulting on proposals to require that ‘wake-up’ packs:
• incorporate a one-page ‘headline’ document, in clear and
accessible language
• are sent earlier in the process, from age 50, and every five years
thereafter until the pot is accessed
• include risk warnings, from age 50 onwards.

‘THE REGULATOR IS ALSO
WORKING CLOSELY WITH
THE MONEY ADVICE
SERVICE (MAS) AND THE
ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH
INSURERS (ABI) TO
DEVELOP A DRAWDOWN
COMPARATOR TOOL.’
The FCA then went on to set out a series of remedies that it posed
could tackle the areas of concern set out above. The discussion and
consultation points were opened up for your comments until August
and September, respectively (and, as with any period of consultation,
I very much hope you made your voice heard!) Finalised Guidance
will be produced and issued in January 2019.
To give you a bit of clarity around what the FCA is aiming to
achieve through these remedies, it describes its objective as follows:
“Our remedy package aims to address the harms and emerging
issues we have identified, and to put the market on a good footing
for the future. It balances the need to protect consumers and improve
competition in the market, with allowing the market to further
develop and innovate.
“We are taking steps to protect customers and help them make
better choices – before accessing their pension savings, at the point of
making a decision, and throughout their retirement.”

When entering drawdown or buying an annuity
The regulator is seeking feedback from you on proposals that:
• providers should offer ready-made drawdown investment
solutions, within a simple choice architecture, which reflects
standardised consumer objectives.
• new consumers accessing drawdown will have to make an active
choice to be in cash. Firms will also be expected to demonstrate
a strategy for dealing with consumers who have already been
defaulted into cash, and who are unlikely to be best served by
this investment strategy.
In addition, it is also consulting on the proposal that firms should
provide a summary showing key information at the front of the Key
Features Illustration (KFI) received by clients, including a one-year
charge figure in pounds and pence which is comparable across KFIs,
and that advisers must make consumers aware of their eligibility for
an enhanced annuity.
The regulator is also working closely with the Money Advice
Service (MAS), soon to be the new single financial advice body, and
the Association of British Insurers (ABI) to develop a drawdown
comparator tool.
Once a consumer has entered drawdown
Once a consumer has entered drawdown, the FCA is aware that
they still need information and support. It is therefore consulting
on a proposal that all providers should send information to their
customers in drawdown annually, whether or not they are currently
drawing an income from their pot.
It is currently amassing feedback on whether it should be
mandatory for firms to remind their customers annually of their
chosen investment pathway and their ability to switch.
As always, The SimplyBiz Group compliance and policy team will
keep you updated as we know more.

To contact the compliance team to discuss retirement
outcomes, or any other matters of regulation and
policy, please email compliance@simplybiz.co.uk
or call on 01484 439120.
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PENSION TRANSFER
SPECIAL: UPDATE!
K e e l e y Pa d d o n
He a d o f Pe n s i o n s Te c h n i c a l
The SimplyBiz Group
It may be stating the obvious, but pension freedom has had a major
impact on the area of DB transfers. For individuals who have other
sources of income or assets that they can rely on in retirement, then
the lure of drawdown is especially still attractive. Given the added
ability to pass the funds through the generations by keeping them
in a pensions wrapper to avoid IHT, a transfer should certainly be
considered for some individuals. Our own DB file checking service
has seen a fourfold increase in the level of cases submitted over the
past 12 months, which indicates that firms are being attentive to the
FCA’s recent consultation and policy papers and want to ensure that
any cases are fully compliant and meet the regulator’s requirements.

‘OUR OWN DB FILE
CHECKING SERVICE
HAS SEEN A FOURFOLD
INCREASE IN THE LEVEL OF
CASES SUBMITTED OVER
THE PAST 12 MONTHS...’
The SimplyBiz Group is keen to offer Member and Client Firms a
panel of options in an area in which they may wish not to personally
advise, or may be not qualified to do so. This service ensures all clients
have the option of a full and detailed review, whereby the referring
adviser carries none of the risk or the PI liability.
We’re delighted to welcome a sixth, and final, partner Pension
Income Planning Limited to our DB pension transfer bureau. The
expansion to the panel recognises our commitment to ensuring that
you have a broad choice of partner with which to work, that there is
always capacity across the panel to deal with the cases you introduce
in a timely fashion and that you are confident that you are making
the most suitable introduction for each client, on an individual basis.
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Caroline Singleton
Occupational Pension Specialist
and Compliance Manager
Broadgate

Jo h n B r o o m
D i re c t o r
Pe n s i o n In c o m e P l a n n i n g L t d
Introducing Pension Income Planning (PIP) and
Broadgate
In our last edition of Adviser Today, we featured four of our six
Bureau partners. Broadgate Financial Management and Pension
Income Planning (PIP) were warmly welcomed to the panel in June,
just a little too late to contribute. Below, Broadgate’s Occupational
Pension Specialist and Compliance Manager, Caroline Singleton,
and John Broom, Director of Pension Income Planning, tell us a little
bit more about what they can offer to you and your clients:

What contact will you be making with my clients
during the process?
Broadgate: We will be speaking to your clients over the telephone
and will also correspond by email. If geographically feasible, clients
are welcome to come to our office for a face to face meeting.
Pension Income Planning Ltd: We would write an
acknowledgement of the case when we first receive it and keep
the client and introducer constantly updated. On completing our
research, we will conduct a fully recorded face-to-face interview with
the client to gather views and discuss options. The meeting takes place
via remote webinar or in person, depending on location. A registered
qualified pension transfer specialist will conduct the interview and
provide the advice.

PENSIONS AND L ATER LIFE PL AN N I N G

How do I get the ongoing servicing rights?

What introducer fee do you pay?

B: You will need to transfer the servicing rights to your agency
once the case has completed and the fee has been paid. You will
then be able to set up the ongoing fee with the client.
PIP: We collect a transfer of agency from from the introducer
and it is explained to the client, during the signing process, that
the servicing rights will revert to the introducing adviser after the
advice process has concluded and all payments have been made.

B: We pay 20% of any implementation fee to the introducer.
Should you wish to waive this, you can and we will discount the
client’s fee accordingly.
PIP: For cases over £100,000, this is based on 50% of 1.25% of
the fund value (0.625%).

Can we have any input into the investment decision?

B: Our implementation fees are detailed in the below table.
Should a policy not be implemented, the client will be invoiced
directly for a fixed fee of £500.00.

B: Our default position is that we will make a recommendation
from our own centralised investment proposition. However, we
understand that introducers may have a preferred investment
strategy and we are happy to consider this. We would need to be
satisfied that the solution is suitable for the client and would also
need to see evidence of your due diligence.
PIP: We require the introducer to give us full details of the
destination of funds should the transfer be deemed suitable for the
client. We need the platform costs, funds costs and fund fact sheets
for us to conduct due diligence on the destination of funds.

What fees do you charge the client?

Total Transfer Value

Service Tariff

First £250,000

3%

Next £250,000

2%

Remaining Funds £500,000+

1.5%

Example
A £750,000 transfer value would result in a fee of £16,250

What is the minimum transfer value?
B: £100,000.
PIP: No minimum, however, there is no introducer payment
below £85,000 and the introducer would have to charge his own
fee on small cases.
Do you give advice on opting out?
B: No, we not do give advice in this area. However, we do give
advice to clients who have previously opted out and who now want
to consider transferring.
PIP: No.

When are introducer fees paid?
B: At the end of the following month, after the initial fee is
received by us.
PIP: At the end of each month, we reconcile all fees collected over
the course of the month and pay out agreed fees to all introducers.
What software do you use?
B: We use Selectapension for TVAS/APTA reports and Voyant for
cash flow modelling. We keep our software providers under review.
PIP: We use O&M and Selectpension. We have written a bespoke
package that links to IO and Genovo to create our files.

[3% on the first £250,000, 2% on the next £250,000
and 1.5% on the remaining £250,000]

Equivalent to 2.17% of the transfer value

PIP: £395 initial fee to go to interview stage, if a transfer is suitable
for cases over £100,000, £3,500 + 1.25%. There is an additional
Lifetime Allowance fee for funds exceeding the protected lifetime
allowance. Lower fund values fees are on our website.
How do I get set up as an introducer?
B: Either contact one of the team directly on 01642 688344 and
we can get the necessary documents emailed over to you; or find us
on the SimplyRefer section of the website, where all our introducer
and client documents are available.
PIP: Contact us through SimplyBiz, via our website, or by
phoning the Pension Income Planning Ltd office on 01277 600518.

Each of our DB bureau partners bring a wealth of experience and
expertise and, as we have conducted due diligence on each of these
firms, you can rest assured that their methodology and documentation
is compliant. We know that having a reliable, transparent and flexible
solution for clients considering DB transfers is important to you, and
would value your feedback to ensure that the bureau is meeting your
needs in this area.

Do you deal with insistent clients?
B: If we recommend against a transfer, but the client wishes to
proceed, we are able to transact the business providing that they
meet the requirements of our insistent client process.
PIP: Not as a rule. If the client has valid reasons that can be
articulated without prompting, we may consider the case.

To contact Keeley, and the rest of the pensions technical
team, please give us a call on 01484 439126
or email pensions@simplybiz.co.uk
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SIX ESTATE PLANNING
RED FLAGS TO AVOID

E r i c a Ha n c o c k
L e g a l S e r v i c e s D i re c t o r
APS Legal & Associates
Financial planning is a concept that most of the population will
be familiar with. Many will be aware of the services available to
them and, usually, they can find a professional to give them the
advice they need.
Sadly, many (including some clients) are less comfortable with
the idea of estate planning and will writing; perhaps this is because
they feel the information they need is difficult to find, hard to
understand or uncomfortable to think about. Because a lot rests on
this type of planning, as an adviser, you will want to help get it right
for your clients and their families.
With this in mind, as a wills and probate practitioner, I wanted
to raise some red flags we commonly see here at APS Legal &
Associates.
1. Failing to have a plan

While there is a plan for where people’s estates pass if they do
not have a will (intestacy), this is not necessarily the plan that your
clients may have in mind. The intestacy rules do not accommodate
diverse changes in family structures like those that we have seen
over the past three decades. Marriage rates are declining in the UK,
with people choosing to co-habit rather than marry before starting
a family. While the intestacy rules may accomplish what a person
intends – it is not likely. You should ensure that your clients have
a will in place that outlines their ‘plan’ for their estate after they
pass away.
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‘THE INTESTACY RULES
DO NOT ACCOMMODATE
DIVERSE CHANGES IN
FAMILY STRUCTURES.’
2. Online or DIY wills vs professionals

There has been a noticeable change in how people ‘shop’ over the
past two decades. People like to compare prices, and the internet
has provided an easy route to do this. There are now hundreds of
websites that allow people to prepare their own wills and trusts
from the comfort of their own home. While this can be a cost
efficient option, clients should have all of the facts on what these
documents really mean and the consequence of putting them in
place - especially where trusts are involved. Estate planning should
represent the culmination of a well thought out financial and estate
plan, and a collection of stand-alone documents does not a plan
make! There are also the formalities of these documents; if these are
not followed, there is little point in having them in the first place.
A professional can offer advice that relates to the client’s specific
financial and personal life and will listen to the client’s concerns/
issues before providing a solution.
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5. Maximizing annual gifts

‘THINGS CHANGE, FAMILIES
CHANGE, PEOPLE MARRY,
DIVORCE AND HAVE
CHILDREN, LAWS CHANGE.’
3. Clients failing to review the plans they have in place

If the previous point does not apply to your clients and you have
already helped to prepare their will and estate plans, then unless
they regularly review their plans, their family may find that what
they have in place no longer fits their circumstances on death. Once
clients have written their wills and Lasting Powers of Attorney, they
often think that everything is complete and they no longer need
to think about it. Unfortunately things change, families change,
people marry, divorce and have children, laws change - especially
tax laws! Clients need to review their plans to make sure that what
they intended is still relevant

While this may not be an option for all your clients, gifting is
the oldest and easiest way of reducing their estate for tax purposes.
There are a substantial number of allowances that are available to
an individual including annual exemptions, exemptions for specific
occurrences i.e. a child getting married, charitable allowances etc.
Most allowances are not used, and while certain ones can be claimed
in the year the death occurs and prior year, when calculating
inheritance tax, this usually only results in a small saving. By
making gifts over a long period, clients can transfer significant sums
of money out of their estate. There are strict rules that do need
to be followed i.e. rules surrounding gifting assets and continuing
to use them, so it is advisable that your clients speak with you,
their financial adviser, or get some professional advice before they
consider making large gifts.
6. Leaving assets outright to adult children

There is a growing concern in recent years over passing assets,
within wills, directly to children. Family circumstances change,
people divorce, it is more acceptable to have large amounts of debt,
therefore parents are concerned about leaving large inheritances to
their children in case the ‘fruits of their labour’ are lost in divorce
settlements or claimed by creditors. For as long as trusts have been
in existence, the idea of controlling assets from the grave with a set
of instructions has been considered acceptable and an often sought
after planning tool. Whether or not to leave assets in trust for adult
children depends on many factors, not the least personal preference,
however it is recommended that clients obtain advice to ensure
that the most appropriate trust is used. Professional assistance
in running these trusts should also be considered to ensure their
wishes are carried out.

4. Failure to consider tax laws and consequence of
gifting life insurance

A client can nominate their life insurance to go to an individual(s)
and by doing this it falls outside the estate of the policyholder
for inheritance tax purposes. If there is no nomination then the
proceeds of the insurance will be included within the estate of the
policyholder for inheritance tax calculations. Therefore ensuring
your clients have a nomination on their life policy is a must.

To speak to a professional about later life planning,
please contact APS Legal & Associates on 01909 531751
or you can email us enquiries@aps-legal.co.uk.
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SUPPORT YOUR RETIREMENT
INCOME CLIENTS AT THE
PUSH OF A BUTTON

Na t a l i e Hy e t t
St ra t e g i c A c c o u n t D i re c t o r
Hu b R e f e r ra l S o l u t i o n s
We believe that the recent introduction of ‘information prompts’
(under PS17/12) was a really positive development, and will
ultimately result in better outcomes for many consumers.
This could mean increased demand for help from people with
retirement income planning needs. However, many of them may
not meet your business threshold.

'WE ARE SOLELY
FOCUSED ON FINDING
THE RIGHT FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS FOR PEOPLE
APPROACHING AND IN
RETIREMENT.’
HUB Referral Solutions can help you support these clients.
Provided by HUB Financial Solutions – part of Just Group –
the service enables you to refer clients (or prospective clients) to a
trusted partner at the push of a button.
• We’ll take the time to get to know your client and explain their
options. We can then tailor our solution to meet their needs.
• Depending on their circumstances, we can either provide
guidance on annuities or advice on both annuities and
drawdown.
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• We’re able to source annuities from the whole of the open
market and can also provide access to a simple drawdown
product provided by Just.
If you aren’t familiar with HUB Financial Solutions, you may be
surprised to learn that we’re currently one of the UK’s largest brokers
of guaranteed income for life solutions. We’ve been providing
advice and guidance for over ten years and are solely focused on
finding the right financial solutions for people approaching and in
retirement.
When you refer a client to us, you can be confident they’ll receive
high quality advice or guidance. There’s no obligation, and they’ll
only pay a fee if they choose to buy a product.
We’ll always respect the fact that they’re your client. We’ll keep
you informed about progress every step of the way and will never
cross-sell without your permission.
And for every case that’s completed, we’ll pay you an introducer
fee of 1% of the net fund value (up to a maximum of £500).

For more information about HUB Referral Solutions, visit
hubfinancialsolutions.co.uk/refer or call 01737 233412.
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PENSION PLANNING FOR
MILLENNIALS COULD BE
A FAMILY AFFAIR
A n d y Wo o l l o n
We a l t h S p e c i a l i s t
Zurich
The press has been awash with articles in recent months on the
importance of early engagement and education on pensions, following
reports by the Financial Conduct Authority and Investment Association.
The UK regulator has proposed a number of reforms to protect
consumers’ pension pots, however one important group of individuals
has been left out of the discussions – millennials, who account for onequarter of the UK population.
Millennials are often regarded as not financially viable customers to
discuss retirement planning with due to their lack of disposable incomes,
as well as their younger age. While workplace pension minimum
contributions of 5% (increasing to 8% next year) of qualifying earnings
is a start, many millennials often do not earn enough to be auto-enrolled
and don’t ask to join or opt into their scheme, which leaves them at best
with inadequate pension provision for the future.
So how can we help those who have little or no money and can’t afford
advice? The answer could be to focus on their parents and grandparents.
Wall of wealth
According to research by Royal London, there is a ‘cascading wall of
wealth’ of around £400 billion due to move between the generations in
the coming years. This will primarily move from grandparents to parents,
and then to kids and grandkids. However, there’s a problem. We are
already seeing grandparents die, leaving behind them rising inheritance
tax (IHT) liabilities and their residual estate to the parents – simply
passing the problem on to be repeated again.
Funding a millennial’s pension
As you will be aware, every child is eligible for a pension from the
day they are born.
A maximum of £3,600 per year can be invested and with 20%
tax relief this only costs £2,880. If this contribution was from an
estate liable to IHT, by using the annual IHT exemption or normal
expenditure out of income, there would in essence be 60% overall tax
relief (20% at source and 40% on death).
By making this gift during a lifetime, Freddie’s £3,600 pension is worth
67% more than had he just been left £2,160 on death (£3,600 less 40%
IHT) plus any growth.

Potential value after 50 years’ growth
Contribution plus tax relief

Net growth of 4%
pa accrued monthly

One-off £2,880 = £3,600 gross

£26,512

£3,600 per annum for 3 years
= £10,800 gross

£76,463

£250pm for 25 years
= £312.50pm gross

£436,008

£1,000 pm for 18 years
= £1,250pm gross

£1,132,658

Junior and lifetime ISA’s
For a complete approach to retirement, clients could also invest
in a junior ISA for Freddie until age 18 when the proceeds could
subsequently be invested in a pension and he could have a cash ISA
himself from age 16.
Finally, each client could gift Freddie up to £4,000 per year to put into
his own lifetime ISA, on which he would receive a 25% government
bonus. This would again be tax efficient and provide control.
Advisor benefits
Aside from the additional business this will generate through your
existing clients, it will also enable you to start building a relationship
with the next generations of their family.
The not-so-little Freddie may need advice on university fees/loans,
workplace pensions, mortgage protection and the pension you advised
his parents to start for him all those years ago.
But it will potentially be of greatest value when his parents die
and he inherits their wealth, as you are far more likely to keep those
assets under your advice. Additionally, the value of a business that
encompasses multiple generations will be much higher than one where
the core client bank is in retirement and decumulating assets.

Phone your Zurich consultant on 08085 546 546
or visit www.zurichintermediary.co.uk
We may record or monitor calls to improve our service
‘Zurich Intermediary Group Limited. Registered in England and Wales under company
number 01909111. Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE
RETIREMENT OUTCOMES
REVIEW: FINAL REPORT

Steven Cameron
Pe n s i o n s D i r e c t o r
Aegon
After a two year, thorough investigation, the FCA has published its
Retirement Outcomes Review Final Report. With pension freedoms
over three years old, we’re only now beginning to see how individuals
are using the freedoms. This means the FCA has been right to take
its time to propose remedies, and it’s also good to see acceptance that
the market will continue to evolve. In particular, future retirees will
have less defined benefit scheme entitlements, making their defined
contribution pensions a more significant part of their retirement
funds. Because of this, the FCA is consulting on remedies for ‘current
and near-term issues’. Some of these are at an advanced stage, with
draft rulebook changes, while others are at an earlier discussion stage.
In line with last year’s Interim Report, the FCA’s main concern is
‘non-advised’ individuals facing retirement decisions without the
benefit of financial advice. This is a ringing endorsement of the
benefits of retirement advice. Those who go it alone run the risk
of failing to understand their options as they approach and enter
retirement, and so may pick a product with less competitive charges,
or may invest inappropriately, for example in cash when long-term
growth is required. Without advice, many also struggle to take an
income that allows for their life expectancy. But the FCA accepts
advice isn’t affordable or appropriate for everyone, so its proposed
remedies look at what more pension schemes, providers or public
guidance bodies can offer to improve outcomes.
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In the early years of pension freedoms, the FCA has identified that
some individuals are primarily focused on getting their tax-free cash,
rather than longer-term retirement income. This may lead them to
‘take the path of least resistance’, staying with their current provider
rather than shopping around. This could result in them potentially
missing out on a more competitive drawdown product or enhanced
annuity. It also believes some people taking a full withdrawal might
be better off leaving funds in their pension. On a positive note, the
FCA hasn’t seen evidence of people, even those not taking advice,
drawing down unsustainably high levels of income.
The FCA’s proposed remedies focus on investment choices
including cash, charges and communication. There are proposed
remedies for before consumers access their pension savings, at the
point of entering drawdown or buying an annuity, and also when a
customer has accessed drawdown. While these are being proposed
to support non-advised customers, they’re likely to have an impact
on propositions and communications for the broader market. Aegon
will be looking to make sure final rules don’t create complications or
issues for the well-functioning advised market.
Improved wake-up packs
Clear and timely provider communication is critical, particularly,
but not just, for those without an adviser. The FCA is consulting on
providers changing ‘wake-up’ packs so they’re issued starting at age 50
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and at five yearly intervals until benefits have been fully crystallised.
These would include a one page prescribed summary document
which would be all that’s issued at age 50. Packs would also include
a single page of risk warnings, but accompanying marketing material
would be prohibited.
Aegon fully supports this approach, and the key will be to make
sure communications around retirement options from 50 onwards
dovetail with communications at earlier ages, for example to
encourage individuals to choose an appropriate ‘glide path’ in later
years of accumulation, as their intended approach to drawing an
income becomes clearer.
The FCA wants more people who don’t take advice to seek guidance
from the new Single Financial Guidance Body. The availability of
this will be highlighted in the wake-up pack summary page. The
FCA is developing rules to implement Government requirements to
check individuals have either received advice or guidance, or have
confirmed they’ve opted out.
The FCA has previously sought to ensure individuals are prompted
to shop around for annuities. The consultation also proposes that
providers of annuities should ask questions to assess eligibility for
enhanced annuities and show their rate alongside the best (enhanced)
rate in the market.
Investment pathways
One of the most radical changes being explored is for providers
to offer non-advised customers a structured set of ‘investment
pathways’, broadly appropriate for different high-level retirement
aspirations. The provider would ask non-advised customers if they
want to make their own investment choice. If not, they would ask
them to specify their retirement objectives from a prescribed list,
currently proposed as:
• I want my money to provide an income in retirement
• I want to take all my money over a short period of time
• I want to keep my money invested for a long period of time
and may want to dip into it occasionally.
The individual would then be invested in an appropriate ‘pathway’.
Providers would review the appropriateness of their investment
pathways each year against the target market.
This remedy had been compared to the single ‘default decumulation
pathway’ proposed by the Work and Pensions Select Committee, but
rejected by the Government. I believe the Select Committee proposal
would have been completely at odds with the concept of pension
freedoms by defaulting people into a default product, default fund
and default level of income. The FCA proposal is less conflicting as
it focuses much more narrowly on the investment choice once an
individual has chosen drawdown. But even with three investment
pathways, and I suspect that will grow to five, customers must not
be lulled into thinking they’re getting a personalised, ideal solution.
Investment pathways are not a substitute for full advice.
The FCA is also seeking evidence on how this and other remedies
could be applied to SIPPs.
Charge caps and independent governance
The Work and Pensions Select Committee called for charge caps
to be introduced in decumulation. The FCA isn’t doing so currently,
but a year after investment pathways are introduced it will review
charge structures and levels. At that stage, having observed market
practice, it will consider if a charge cap for non-advised customers in
investment pathways is necessary and if so at what level. While the
0.75% cap for auto-enrolee default investors may be a reference point,

I trust the FCA will appreciate that the underlying financial
dynamics for individuals in drawdown are very different from
workplace pensions.
The FCA is also exploring whether and how to create independent
oversight of appropriateness, quality and charges of investment
pathways. This might follow the Independent Governance
Committee (IGC) model for workplace pensions, but as not all
drawdown providers have an IGC, it’s also looking at alternatives,
such as requiring a minimum number of independent board
members to assess value for money, in line with new requirements
for Authorised Fund Managers.
Defaulting into cash
The FCA is particularly concerned that non-advised customers may
end up invested primarily in cash without having made a conscious
decision to do so. This can be particularly inappropriate for those
with a longer investment timeframe, who should be seeking real
investment growth to deliver their retirement objectives. It will look
for providers to develop strategies for any customers already defaulted
into cash.
Key features and annual statements
Consideration is also being given to adding summary information
at the front of Key Features Illustrations. This would include a oneyear charge figure expressed in monetary pounds and pence.
There are also proposals to change annual statements. Those in an
investment pathway would be reminded of this and prompted to
review their choices. The FCA is also at the early stages of considering
disclosing actual charges over the last year, including fund level
transaction cost.
In today’s world, people rightly expect charges to be transparent.
While on the surface these new proposals may offer an insight
into a particular year’s charge levels, it is important not to create a
misleading impression of future years’ charges. As with many aspects
of disclosure, the devil will be in the detail.
Next steps
The FCA has split the consultation in two. On investment
pathways, cash defaults and actual charges information, the deadline
for responding is 9 August 2018. The FCA will issue feedback on
these and a further Consultation Paper in January 2019, with a
Policy Statement planned for July 2019. For other remedies, the
consultation deadline is 6 September, with a Policy Statement
planned for January 2019.
As a means of helping customers who don’t seek advice, the
package of remedies has promise, and the consultation period will
allow refinement of the details. To me though, the most important
take-away from this robust two year study is the recognition of the
value of seeking advice on retirement options.

To find out how we can support you and your
clients visit aegon.co.uk/advisers
At Aegon, we’re focused on helping intermediaries get the most out of their business and grow
profitability. Our wide range of solutions include our platform, giving one-stop access to a
universe of investment opportunity, to retirement and protection products.
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THE LANGUAGE OF
INHERITANCE TAX
Would more IHT planning be done if we didn’t talk about IHT planning?

Les Cameron
He a d o f Te c h n i c a l
Pr u d e n t i a l
It’s well documented that Inheritance
Tax (IHT) receipts are on the rise and are
projected to continue to do so.
Rising asset values and the frozen nil rate
band are ‘to blame’. Rising property prices
are often quoted, and whilst a factor there’s
a bit more to it than that.
When you dig into the IHT statistics a
bit deeper, you will find a story of cash,
securities and life policies being a not
insignificant percentage of the taxable
estate. Given these are readily realisable
and/or transferrable to others, there must
be an element of lack of planning.
The thought of IHT tax planning,
chargeable lifetime transfers and Potential
Exempt Transfers (PETs), exemptions and
lifetime gifts may be daunting, but also it’s
not very interesting is it?
What language might bring it to life?
The case of one widow and her
children
Let’s look at Jane, an elderly widow with
a nest egg of £100,000, which will be
subject to IHT, gathering dust in the bank.
Her two children, Jack and Jill will be the
beneficiaries.
Let’s assume she’s finally had the good
sense to give up the miserable return she
is receiving in the bank, and kicked up the
risk spectrum a little, and is expecting a 4%
net return.
Given IHT is 40%, anyone with more
than one beneficiary will see HMRC being
the biggest beneficiary. In this case it’s 30%
each to Jack and Jill.

So, all we need is an ability to reduce IHT,
have access to your money and keep control
over how it gets spent?
Are you happy giving away your growth?

With no IHT planning, is Jane happy
that the largest recipient of her nest egg is
HMRC? Possibly not.
So something has to be done about making
Jack and Jill the biggest beneficiaries of
her nest egg. Simple, Jane needs to give
money away.

A good solution?
Using a loan trust allows Jane to overcome
that psychological hump of giving her nest
egg away. She gets to keep her nest egg.
After 5 years HMRC will cease to be the
main beneficiary. And as time passes and
her nest egg grows, HMRC’s share becomes
smaller and smaller.
Perhaps we shouldn’t talk about IHT and
trust planning. Should we talk about what
you’re willing to give up to help your family
and who you want to get most of your
money - Jack or Jill or “spreadsheet Phil”?

Once Jack and Jill have the money, after
5 years HMRC will cease to be the main
beneficiary and all Jane needs to do is
survive 7 years and HMRC will cease to be
a beneficiary!
But Jane’s words might be “I can’t give my
nest egg away, I worked hard for that and I
might need it. And I don’t particularly like
Jack and Jill’s spouses either”.

For more information please get
in touch with your dedicated
Prudential Account Manager.
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REASONS TO
BE CHEERFUL APTA
S a r a h Jo n e s
Marketing Manager
Selectapension
From October 2018, the Policy Statement “Advising on Pension
Transfers” introduces some significant changes for those advisers
involved in this specialist area. First, it makes completing a Transfer
Value Comparator (TVC) within the transfer analysis compulsory
and has mandated the format and content of any TVC report.
Secondly, the FCA has introduced an effective ban on providers
offering free TVAS reports to advisers. This unexpected statement
has been met with mixed reactions. Some commentators stated
that providers offering this service gave advisers another level of
confidence, as the report would have been completed by an expert,
whereas others felt that ensuring an adviser runs the comparison
themselves will give the client a full market view – especially when
considering the underlying investments.
Essentially, the policy statement makes it clear that the FCA
wants to see more in-depth analysis and evidence that all income
opportunities have been considered by the client, before going
through with an occupational pension transfer.

BENEFIT
TVAS

TVC

LTA

INCOME

Income Modeller
Cash flow or income modelling analysis has become a standard
part of the planning process in the last year or so, as it demonstrates
to clients the most efficient way to use their savings. A transfer is
a major undertaking and takes time. Often clients want to release
cash for a particular purpose and many not realise that there are
other alternatives to meet their objectives.
Lifetime Allowance
With any income model, wealthier clients will need to consider
the impact of their Lifetime Allowance on their income. This is
a complex calculation, as it depends when the client took out
protection and whether they took out a primary or enhanced
plan. Selectapension’s unique Lifetime Allowance calculator
uses a multiplying factor to work out the notional value of an

occupational scheme and then increases the LTA each year by the
rise in the CPI as set out by the regulator. This calculator helps
avoid any previously unseen issues which may affect taking benefits
later, where the unwary could take a tax hit or reduced pension.
Transfer Value Comparator (TVC)
A TVC enables users to calculate the cost of buying the equivalent
scheme benefits in today’s money. It requires a forward and backward
calculation and demonstrates value at a particular moment in time.
Selectapension has added all these calculators and features to its
pension transfer analysis tool, APTA with TVC. This single tool
builds the full picture, meets the regulators requirements and helps
advisers determine the best way to meet their clients’ objectives.

For more information please call 01892 669494.
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RISKY BUSINESS: HOW DO
OVER 50s VIEW RISK?
A n d r e w Tu l l y
Pe n s i o n s Te c h n i c a l D i re c t o r
Retirement Advantage
Recent stock market volatility and continued economic uncertainty
have led to a sharp spike in how many over 50s say they wouldn’t take
any financial risk with their pension savings, according to new research.

‘39% OF OVER 50S
UNWILLING TO TAKE ANY
FINANCIAL RISK WITH
THEIR PENSION SAVINGS
(UP FROM 26% IN 2017).’
The findings are published in the latest Retirement Sentiment
Index1/2/3, which tracks trends in how those approaching retirement
think about their finances. The report reveals that nearly four in ten
(39%) over 50s say they would not take any financial risk with their
pension savings – a significant increase on last year’s figure of 26%. The
proportion who say they would take a reasonable amount of risk for
a good chance of a favourable return has also fallen to its lowest level
recorded since the Index began three years ago – to 17% from 28% last
year and 29% in 2015.

‘17% WILLING TO TAKE
A REASONABLE AMOUNT
OF RISK IN RETURN FOR
A GOOD CHANCE OF A
REASONABLE RETURN
(DOWN FROM 28%
LAST YEAR).’
Stock market volatility
The stock market volatility we have experienced over the past few
months has clearly spooked investors who are looking to take risk
off the table. The report findings are set against a backdrop of major
change in the retirement market post freedoms. Drawdown is now the
default option for the mass market4 while many consumers are treating
their pension funds like bank accounts. These actions are creating their
own risks around sustainability of income and also the level of tax paid
on cash withdrawals.
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‘45% OF OVER 50S STILL
CONSIDER CERTAINTY AS
NO1 PRIORITY FROM THEIR
RETIREMENT INCOME
(SAME AS LAST YEAR).’
Another indicator of a more wary outlook among over 50s revealed
by the research is that more than ever say having instant access to all of
their pension savings is their main priority for their retirement income
(an Index-high of 18%, up from 12% in 2017).
Certainty of income
Certainty of income remains the most popular priority for
retirement income, cited as the most important factor by 45% of
over 50s – level with last year. The biggest fall has come in how many
prioritise the flexibility of having some guaranteed income while
managing the rest to generate further income (an Index-low of 28%,
down from 36% last year).
There is a growing trend for people to use drawdown on a DIY basis,
with around a third of policies sold since pension freedoms without
advice. We need to continue to work hard to continue to overcome the
barriers preventing people from valuing advice, namely cost and trust.

‘WHILE 18% VALUE
INSTANT ACCESS AS THE
MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR
(UP FROM 12% IN 2017).’

Visit www.retirementadvantage.com/rsi4
to read the report
Sources
1 Censuswide polling conducted online between 06/03/2018 and 09/03/2018,
surveying 1,003 UK adults aged 50 and over who are not retired and have a defined
contribution or individual pension in place.
2 Censuswide polling conducted online between 28/06/2017 and 29/06/2017, surveying
1,005 UK adults aged 50 and over who are not retired and have a defined
contribution or individual pension in place.
3 YouGov polling conducted online between 20/05/2015-25/05/2015 and 06/08/201511/08/2015, with each wave surveying 1,000 UK adults aged 50+.
4 The figures on the popularity of drawdown vs. annuities are taken from the FCA’s September
2017 Data Bulletin: https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/data/data-bulletin-issue-10.pdf
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DIALLING
IT DOWN:

Defining and evidencing
sustainable withdrawal rates

To n y C l a r k
Pr o p o s i t i o n M a r k e t i n g M a n a g e r
Ju s t
Sustainable withdrawal rates (SWR) have become a core advice
issue for advisers with retirement clients, following the shift from
annuities to drawdown.
There are many methods for articulating what the SWR rate could
be, but how is this evidenced when everyone’s needs are different?
Decumulation requires a different strategy to accumulation.
Ironically, in this age of pension freedoms, sustainable income
requires controls in place. Many advisers are considering a
Centralised Retirement Proposition (CRP) for this purpose.
A CRP could be described as a de-risked decumulation strategy,
deploying measures to articulate and evidence the moving parts of
a sustainable withdrawal rate.
Every client will have their own requirements, savings, liabilities
and views on what risks are acceptable. It will be different for
everyone, and so everyone will have their own SWRs.
There are two elements to defining sustainable withdrawal rates:
1. Define income split between essential and discretionary
spending
2. Understand and establish the ‘controls’ - there are several
moving parts that define the SWR for each income stream
Once budget planning is carried out, the next stage is to consider
the ‘controls’ for each income stream:
• Time Horizon – How long is the income needed for?
• Inflation assumptions – Level or CPI/RPI linked
• Portfolio asset allocation - This considers the degree of equity
exposure that is supporting the income stream

• Fees and Charges – Impact of platform fees, fund charges and
adviser fees
• Probability of success – Defines the desired probability of
successful outcome for each income stream
If we imagine these controls as dials, and set them in different
positions, we get different SWR figures aligned to the respective
income streams.
The final step is to calculate the capital to support the income
levels needed at the defined sustainable withdrawal rates.
Summary
Evidencing an SWR is just one part of managing a client’s
retirement funds. Developing a de-risked decumulation strategy
that’s robust and repeatable is worth considering as there could well
be a tsunami of retirement clients just waiting to switch income on.
This is heading our way, and advisers need to be ready.

Get fresh insight by reading our Think report at
www.justadviser.com/retirement-unscrambled-2/
de-risking-decumulation/
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COURSES

ONLINE LEARNING ON

EIS, VCTs &
BUSINESS RELIEF

ACCESSED FROM
ANYWHERE

Intelligent Partnership’s CPD accredited
e-learning programme is aimed at regulated
advisers and paraplanners, that require a
recognised level of knowledge & understanding
in Business Relief, EIS, VCTs, and Gifts & Trusts.

SUITABLE FOR ALL
LEARNING STYLES

DYNAMIC AND
INTERACTIVE

CPD ACCREDITED

Accredited by

COURSES: BUSINESS RELIEF
Special arrangements for
SimplyBiz members

EIS

VCTs

£195 £145
£395 £295

GIFTS & TRUSTS
per course
full accreditation

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOP ME N T

E-LEARNING COURSES ON
EIS, VCTs & BUSINESS RELIEF
The e-learning resource for financial advisers and paraplanners
Business Relief, EIS, VCTs, and Gifts & Trusts are growing areas
of investment advice. No advisory firm can claim to provide
a holistic service to their clients without a comprehensive
understanding of these topics, which require a detailed level
of knowledge of the UK’s tax efficient schemes and various
IHT reliefs.
This is a complex and sensitive field that requires specialist
understanding, over and above what conventional industry
qualifications provide. Furthermore, it is an area with changing
rules and market dynamics, requiring intermediaries to
continually refresh their knowledge. Aspects such as due
diligence, suitability, maximising tax reliefs and assessing risk
are all potential weak points in the advisory process.
Our e-learning programme provides a high standard of
education that is convenient to use, up-to-date and easily
accessible. The courses work for beginners to those wishing
to expand their knowledge.

FOUR AVAILABLE COURSES
Each of the estate planning areas is covered by a distinct course.
There are four courses: Business Relief, EIS, VCTs, Gifts & Trusts.
Each course has consistent and comprehensive module content
that includes:
COURSE CONTENT

Background and development

Risks

Suitability

The Tax Reliefs

Interaction with other reliefs

Interaction with other schemes

Rules

Due Diligence

Case Studies

LEARNER RESOURCES
Each course is an engaging mix of written, video and
interactive original content:

What’s in it for Advisers?
Intelligent Partnership has achieved accredited status for
Business Relief, EIS, VCTs, and Gifts & Trusts e-learning from
the CISI, CII and PFS.
Learners will qualify for four hours of structured CPD for each
course they complete, and will be awarded a Certificate of
Knowledge and Understanding in each area.
When this is combined with standard file checking procedures
by the compliance teams from their firms, the Certificate could
be upgraded to a Certificate of Knowledge, Understanding
and Competence.
The accreditation helps reduce the administrative burden
of constant file checking and CPD tracking on advisers.
It gives compliance providers confidence that advisers
have comprehensive and up-to-date training provided by
independent experts. More importantly, advisers will be
empowered to discuss the whole suite of tax efficient solutions
with their clients.

CASE STUDIES

CALCULATORS

GUIDES

VIDEO TUTORIALS

Ready to start learning?
To enrol please register at:

www.intelligent-partnership.com/e-learning

The UK’s leading provider of education and insights
on tax efficient investments
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GDPRhub Are you
GDPR
compliant?
Visit the GPDR Hub for
• GAP analysis
• Training videos
• Documentation
• Email encryption solution
• Partner Due Diligence
• Data scanning and disposal
And more…
www.gdpr-hub.co.uk

Since 25 May 2018, all UK companies have had to ensure that they are
compliant with GDPR.
Every company and organisation which handles personal data that would
allow a living EU individual to be identified, including in the UK before and
after Brexit, is affected.
To ensure you are able to meet the new requirements, we have created
the GDPR Hub to provide you with information on what you need to do to
comply and to help support you at every step on the way.
Visit the Member or Client website or simply go to www.gdpr-hub.co.uk

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOP ME N T

AUTUMN AND WINTER EVENTS

We might be entering the last few months of the year, but our events programme shows no
signs of slowing down. With more than 40 events still to go, there’s something for everyone,
and all are available to book now.
Investment Forums

After the incredible success of our Round 1 events in February,
Round 2 comes to a venue near you during September and October.
Prudential is first to present, with a macroeconomic overview
which includes focus on the future of growth, asset class themes
and changing global demographics. Up next is Schroders, taking
a close look at the current economic cycle and explore what – or
who! – might bring it to an end and the opportunities of European
equity markets. Carmignac then takes to the stage to address taking a
different perspective on the flexible fixed income market.
After a quick refreshment break, Time Investments will join us to
look at one of the hottest topics across the industry at the moment
– later life. ‘Who wants to live forever?‘ covers the areas your elderly
clients will need to consider as they move into retirement, and
which strategies can be adopted to maximise the income from their
hard earned investments. We then stay in the later life arena for the
Scottish Widows presentation, which explores specific investment
and advice considerations for clients approaching, and at, retirement.

Cornelian joins us next to analyse the choice, flexibility and cost
of finding the best multi-asset fit for your client then, after lunch,
Liontrust hits the stage to discuss the background of socially
responsible investing, and how it can benefit your clients, as well as
how sustainable funds can return strong performance.
We close with our regular compliance update, which will bring you
up-to-date with all the relevant issues from the world of regulation
and policy.
All in all, we believe the Investment Forums offer a really valuable
day for anyone operating in this market, so book your place today.
DATE S & VEN U ES
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 5

Cardiff

Thursday 6

Wolverhampton

Tuesday 11

Maidstone

Wednesday 12

Gatwick

Thursday 13

Southampton

Tuesday 18

Norwich

Wednesday 19

Chelmsford

Thursday 20

North London

Tuesday 25

Wakefield

Vale Hotel & Spa Resort
The Racecourse, Dunstall Park
Marriott Tudor Park
Crowne Plaza Gatwick
Macdonald Botley Park Hotel
Dunston Hall
Stock Brook Manor
Holiday Inn London/Elstree
Cedar Court Hotel, Denby Dale

Wednesday 26

Chester

Village Chester St David’s

Thursday 27

Belfast

Dunsilly Hotel

OCTOBER
Tuesday 2
Wednesday 3

Cornwall
Exeter

Lanhydrock Hotel
Sandy Park Conference Centre

Thursday 4

Cheltenham

Tuesday 9

Blackburn

Blackburn Rovers Football Club

Wednesday 10

Wetherby

Wetherby Racecourse

Thursday 11

Leicester

Sketchley Grange Hotel

Cheltenham Chase
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P R O F E SSI O N A L AND PERS ONAL D EV ELOPMENT

The Advice Show

There are now just two more opportunities to tune into our live
Advice Show broadcast in 2018 to hear from some of the most
renowned and respected names in our industry.
But you can still catch up on all our 2018 shows, including our
most recent show which took place on 17 September. Starring
such renowned industry names as Steve Webb, Simon Davis, John
Husselbee and our very own Ken Davy, you can catch up or watch
your favourite session again now at www.advisermediaplayer.co.uk.

On 16 November, we have our final MI Live show of the year, which
is dedicated to everything mortgages, GI and protection and is a must
see for anyone operating in or considering operating in that area.
Then, on 10 December, we bring you a special Advice Show Extra
to round up what has been a very busy year.

Watch again now - 17 September 2018

Session 1

Session 2

Advice Show: MI Live

10:30 – 12:30

10 Dec

Advice Show: Extra

10:30 – 13:00

Asset allocation special feature
In this unique session we will discuss strategic asset
allocation with John Husselbee of Liontrust, Chris Fleming
of Square Mile and RSMR’s Ken Rayner and gain their
insight into the art and science of implementing a
new allocation.

Session 3

Developing a savings culture
Industry luminaries Ken Davy and Steve Webb discuss
what can be done to tackle the current savings crisis, and
how a change in the culture can be developed.

Session 4

Developing a protection culture
Ken is joined by another financial services thought-leader,
Simon Davis of Guardian, to explore why the protection
market is currently not working, the obstacles in the way
of consumers engaging with protection, and why advisers
are pivotal to helping consumers learn better behaviours.

Session 5

Advising an ageing population
Our expert panel, including Just’s Martin Lines,
Andrew Tully of Retirement Advantage and Tony Maxfield
of APS Legal & Associates, will cover a wide range of areas
including; defining the later life market, how to approach
difficult conversations with clients, intergenerational
advice and spotting changing needs amongst elderly clients.

Session 6

Being an adviser in 2019
Aegon’s Steven Cameron to takes a broad look at the
major issues affecting advisers today and explores some
of the opportunities for the coming months.

Session 7

Regulatory Insight
Compliance and regulation guru Richard Nuttall joins us to
discuss the big issues of the moment including SM&CR,
the latest DB report, IDD and more.

Session 8

Dealing with unprofitable clients
Onvestor founder, Michael Basi, joins Dan Russell to
discuss a new service for SimplyBiz Group firms that
offers to take on your unprofitable clients, ensuring those
clients receive appropriate advice whilst providing you
with an ongoing revenue stream.

Session 9

Role of technology in your business
Dan is joined by some leading tech experts to discuss how
technological innovation translates into adviser firms in
practicality, with a particular focus on platforms.

Book your place today at www.theadviceshow.co.uk
16 Nov

Market overview
Leading names from JP Morgan Asset Management,
M&G, Santander and Carmignac offer insight into the
changing market and discuss their thoughts on current
and potential future trends.

A SimplyBiz Group Production

tacklING THE key ISSUES in THE FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR
LIVE FROM LONDON | ON AIR 10.12.18
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PROUDLY PRODUCED BY

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOP ME N T

Learning and Development Events

The Learning and Development Events are the cornerstone of our annual meetings programme, and are built to cover a wide range of
subjects, from regulation and policy change to pensions and retirement, developing technology and evolving client demographics.
Round 1 was very well received with insightful presentations from our partners and an incredibly high level of engagement from advisers like
you, so we are now getting ready for Round 2 which start in October and run through to the end of the year.
We believe that our LDEs offer something for everyone, all delivered with key insight and a fresh perspective. We will be visiting 21 venues
across the UK, so book your place today at a venue near you.
ROUND 2: DATES & VENUES
OCTOBER 2018
Tue 23

Nottingham

Eastwood Hall

Wed 24

Birmingham

National Motorcycle Museum

Thu 25

Chester

Chester St David’s

Tue 30

Norwich

Dunston Hall

Manchester

Wed 31

Hallmark Hotel

NOVEMBER 2018
Wed 7

Cornwall

Thu 8

Exeter

Sandy Park Conference Centre

Tue 13

Wolverhampton

The Racecourse, Dunstall Park

Wed 14

Cheltenham

Thu 15

Cardiff

Tue 20

Southampton

Wed 21

Gatwick

Thu 22

Maidstone

Marriott Tudor Park

Thu 27

Leicester

Sketchley Grande Hotel

Wed 28

Blackburn

Blackburn Rovers Football Club

Thu 29

Wetherby

Wetherby Racecourse

Lanhydrock Hotel

Cheltenham Chase
Vale Hotel & Spa Resort
MacDonald Botley Park Hotel
Crowne Plaza Gatwick

DECEMBER 2018
Tue 5

Belfast

Wed 6

Wakefield

Thu 7

Central London

Tue 12

Chelmsford

Wed 13

North London

Dunsilly Hotel
Cedar Court Hotel
Royal Overseas League
Stock Brook Manor
Holiday Inn London Elstree

How to book

Booking on the Simply Events page couldn’t be easier. Log-in at www.simplybiz.co.uk and visit the ‘Simply Events’ microsite, which can
be found under ‘Events, Webinars & CPD’ on the homepage.

Choose your event by clicking on one of the
coloured boxes.

Select your venue from the list and click
‘book now’.

Click the corresponding registration buttons
and click ‘book now’.
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MO R TG AG E S, PROT ECT ION AND GI

HOW MANY HENRYS
DO YOU KNOW?
M a k a y l a Ev e r i t t
He a d o f S i m p l y B i z M o r t g a g e s
The SimplyBiz Group
Since the resurgence of the name, it seems most people know
of a Henry.
Agreed, in daily life those with the name Henry are more
commonly known as Harry, but it seems, as a financial adviser,
you may know more than you might think. In fact, it could be
that you would be well advised to hunt them out.
HENRY is one of the latest acronyms for an identified group
of individuals with a common thread. They are not the moaning
NIMBYs or the self-focussed SKI-ers, these are the group that
offer real opportunity. ‘HENRY’ stands for High Earners – Not
Rich Yet - but it’s these individuals that have the potential to be
the future of your firm across all business types.
It may be that you have started a relationship with them already
without realising it, or, more likely, they could be the offspring
of your existing clients. These are the kids that are now carving
out a life and career for themselves, and are just starting to get
their earnings into a bracket that could see them becoming the
high-net-worth individuals of future years - and therefore your
future clients.
Research shows that they are likely to be city dwellers, incurring
the high costs of renting whilst paying off their university debt.
Due to their position and rapid rise, they are also likely to already
have a healthy level of disposable income that supports a busy
social life and extensive travel. They’re generally seen to be doing
well and enjoying their early years, doing all the things they want
to do - now.
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‘GENERATION HENRY WILL
EVOLVE TO BECOME THE
WEALTHIEST, MOST
SUCCESSFUL ECONOMIC
SECTOR WITHIN THE UK.’
If the predictions prove to be right, over coming years,
generation HENRY will evolve to become the wealthiest, most
successful economic sector within the UK, and this is why any
future growth and marketing strategy considered by advisers
across the wealth sector needs to take this highly valuable group
into serious consideration.
This is a group that will be used to, and comfortable in, a fast-paced
environment and they will be very much able to undertake their own
research, identify what they want and go and get it – or, from your
perspective, have it provided for them. They are of a generation that
is very much used to doing things online, and will expect those with
which they communicate to do so in a similar manner.
Their socio-economic grouping will class them as aspiring
wealth, being young, well-educated professionals, considering
themselves as middle class, with above average incomes, and
clearly defined career paths. They will expect a first-class service,
but this service will need to be quick and with minimal requests
for information. Most of all, and perhaps this is what they might
not realise, they need to protect their lifestyle.

MORTGAGES, PROTEC TION AN D G I

‘IT’S LESS ABOUT
PROTECTING THEIR
ASSETS AND MORE
ABOUT PROTECTING
THEIR LIFESTYLE.’
So, having identified this group, how can this have a
positive effect on the services provided by your firm?

Any adviser working with a high-net-worth individual needs to
educate themselves, and indeed the end-client, about the types of
insurance cover they actually need. It’s less about protecting their
assets and more about protecting their lifestyle so that, regardless
of what comes from left field, they are still able to maintain for the
future what they have now – and that their cover will continue to
adapt to take into account additions in the future.
Whilst they may feel that the traditional blanket sum insured
policy will cover them, the truth is that it won’t – and this might
be something they only realise when they come to make a claim.
The limitations and restrictions of the standard types of cover just
won’t meet their needs and they are running the inevitable risk
of being classed as under-insured or worse still not insured at all
– an unenviable position at the time of a claim. High-net-worth
individuals really need your support and, whilst insurance might
not be an area on which you would normally want to offer advice
on, lifestyle cover can underpin much of the investment work
you might have placed for your client to date and having it in
position would provide you with a solid foundation for any future
discussions. If this is something you really don’t want to involve
yourself with, then why not refer it on to one of our providers who
specialise in this type of insurance?

High-net-worth doesn’t always mean having high levels of
investments and be obviously dripping with diamonds. You might
dismiss a client as not being in this bracket until, for example, you
visit their home. They may have invested in other areas that might
at first not be easy to spot - but these could include an expensive
engagement ring, quality watches or perhaps an expensive collection
of designer handbags or a high-end racing bike - the sort of things
these HENRYs may treat themselves to as their ‘little pleasures’ for
working hard.
They won’t necessarily have the trappings of wealth you see from
the more mature market – being a city dweller they are unlikely to
drive an expensive vehicle (or have one at all), and they may well
have not yet got on the property ladder.
You already know these clients, but detailed attention to
understanding their lifestyle, in addition to their investments,
could pay dividends to both parties.
Your only missing link then is the relationship you need to develop
with insurance providers that have an in-depth understanding of
the complexities of this type of high-end insurance, the wide profile
of high net worth clients and the lifestyles they’re protecting to
deliver the required bespoke approach and flexible underwriting
required, so take a look at our panel providers and see who best fits
your requirements. By doing so, you can thoroughly meet the needs
of your existing client base and, by getting closer to the HENRYs of
this world, can develop your future strength as a firm.
A quotation costs your customer nothing but could actually
save your client thousands. It can support you through attractive
commission and the understanding of this sector can also enhance
your firm’s additional sales now and in the future, but if you still
don’t want to get heavily involved, utilise the services of one of our
panel providers who offer a referral service and who have the wide
access to the specialist insurers for these customers. A referral only
takes a minute but it could be the best minute of your whole week.

For further information regarding how you can place
this potential business yourself or refer on, speak
to the team on 01484 439160.
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TAKING UNDERWRITING
OUT OF THE 19TH CENTURY
Scott Cadger
He a d o f Pr o t e c t i o n Un d e r w r i t i n g a n d C l a i m s St ra t e g y
Scottish Widows
It’s easy to understand why underwriting can be seen as a complex
process. After all, our online underwriting engine has over 10,000
different types of disclosures, which can be instantly assessed by
a bank of more than 2,000 rules. However, if you looked at an
application form for a Scottish Widows policy from back in 1815,
and compared it to one today, it wouldn’t look as different as you’d
expect. The types of risk factors assessed remain similar, apart from
the 19th century application having exclusions for things such as
small pox and piracy on the high seas!
There have, however, been massive technological advances in the
protection industry, especially over the last 30 years, with the growth
in price comparison portals. But providers have been guilty of using
this technology to improve existing underwriting processes, rather
than looking to transform and improve the service provided.
We may have digitised the current process, but risk assessment hasn’t
moved on; we still ask about occupations, medical conditions, lifestyle
and high risk hobbies (which in the case of our 1815 application
was reflected by an exclusion for duelling). However, much of this
information can now be evaluated and a decision offered by our rules
based engines. So, it’s time we harnessed technology to transform the
process of underwriting and make purchasing protection as simple as
possible for both advisers and clients.
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The recent growth in quotation portals has focused the market on
price as a differentiator, at the expense of underwriting. This has led
the industry to focus on:
• Risk Control – forcing more emphasis on assessment of risk
• Electronic Applications – developing an intuitive application
process to help reduce omission of information
• Automated Underwriting – driving up point of sale decisions and
reducing medical evidence
• Multi Benefit Products – allowing the use of one application to
offer many products.
But does this approach of offering consistently lower premiums and
improved underwriting performance always lead to better outcome
for your clients?
Thankfully, we are now seeing a swing back in the other direction.
Developments such as the XRAE tool from iPipeline, IRESS partially
underwritten quotes and providers’ underwriting outcome tools,
evidence a growing market trend to bring underwriting further in to
the quotation process. These challenge the traditional sales model,
providing clear benefits to both you and your clients by allowing more
certainty of underwriting terms and price, much earlier in the process.

MORTGAGES, PROTEC TION AN D G I

Another possible game changer is UnderwriteMe’s comparison
service, which Scottish Widows has recently joined. Offering a fully
underwritten quotation and application process that covers multiple
providers, this is a great example of technology being used to make
the application process simpler and more straight forward.
The benefits of UnderwriteMe
For you

For your clients

One stop journey

More choice
broader base of options

Process efficiency

Easier to understand
across multiple providers

More decisions faster
Buy now option

Get the best price
that doesn’t change

Distributor time &
cost savings

Better overall customer
experience

Although UnderwriteMe has been on the radar for a while, 2018
could be when this service comes of age. And why is it a game changer?
It’s what you have been crying out for – one application form, allowing
you to get a real-time best price and certainty of underwriting terms
for your clients. The adopters of this approach have the opportunity
to transform their advice model and win business in future based on
their clients’ risk selection and risk appetite, not just on price.
By providing a fully or partially underwritten quote at point of
sale, the conventional (and inefficient) conversation of providing a
price before underwriting to then go back and discuss a change in
premium or exclusion are completely changed.
UnderwriteMe allows this conversation to take place upfront,
providing your client with peace of mind that the premium you have
provided has been underwritten and the outcome will not change if
the client’s circumstances remain unchanged.
Example

On the pre-underwritten price, Company A would be the likely
option to proceed with. A customer is unlikely to complete 3
applications. Post underwriting the customer is faced with the
choice of paying more than expected or to reduce cover so price
decreases to original level. However, Company C although the most
expensive before underwriting, would be the ultimate best outcome
for customer, for equivalent cover.
MALE | AGE 30 | BMI = 30 | NO OTHER COMPLICATIONS
Pre-UW price

UW loading

Transforming the sales process
Without UnderwriteMe

With UnderwriteMe

Client introduction
Fact find

Client introduction
Fact find
Input medical details

Research recommendation
Download DCF

Present recommendation
Complete DCF

Complete application
Accept of defer

Present underwritten
recommendation
Submit to chosen provider

Certainty and more
time freed up to spend
with your clients

Post-UW Loading

Company A

£10

+50%

£15

Company B

£10.50

+25%

£13.13

Company C

£10.75

+0%

£10.75

This example is for illustrative purposes only.

Looking at the example above, the normal advice process would be
to provide the original premium to your client when recommending
a protection product. You would then have to go back to the same
client with the revised premium which may result in them:
1. declining cover
2. reducing the cover they take out (leaving them with a
protection gap)
3. ask you to reduce your commission to bring the premium back
to what was originally presented.
The UnderwriteMe journey changes this conversation, the post –
underwriting decision is the decision you provide your client at the
start of the advice process, avoiding the options above and providing
a transparent and concise process for you and your clients.
By creating a standard, yet comprehensive application form, with
dynamic underwriting rules that can be configured for each provider
independently, this creates a true comparison service, one which
takes into account the disclosures on the application form in advance
of offering a price. This creates the transparency for your clients
of the actual price to be paid, making insurance more accessible,
and pushing to break down more of the myths that surround
underwriting and pricing.
Time will tell on how successful this will be in informing clients, but
the transparency will challenge all providers to have clear strategies
on risk selection, opening the market up to greater innovation and
thinking in this space. And the ultimate winners are your clients, as
more offers of cover are made available, they are on risk quicker and
your advice process becomes more streamlined, freeing up more time
for you to spend with your valuable clients.

Communication terms
Agree to proceed

At Scottish Widows we welcome this focus on underwriting both
now and in the future; it’s something every provider should embrace.

To learn more about our underwriting process,
principles and how we can help pre-sale,
visit www.scottishwidowsprotect.co.uk
Or visit UnderwriteMe to try their comparison
service at www.underwriteme.co.uk
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INV E ST M E N T

CHOICE, VALUE
AND FLEXIBILITY.
ALL WRAPPED UP
Theresa Carruthers
Na t i o n a l A c c o u n t M a n a g e r
LV =
Setting your clients up for their retirement with a cost-effective,
value for money pension solution, is essential to help them
meet their retirement goals. So, when we chose to make some
changes to our Index Funds, we aimed to further improve our
proposition to deliver high value, low cost pension solutions
for you and your clients.
Our latest changes include lower investment management
charges, improved fund choice and better value for your new and
existing pension clients.
40-strong index fund range - 10 index funds powered
by Vanguard

Ten of our index funds are now managed by leading fund
manager, Vanguard. We already have over £600m of our pension
clients’ funds already invested in their Life Strategy Funds, so we
know of the value and commitment to passive investment that
Vanguard can provide. This in turn strengthens LV= index fund
range and gives your clients more choice, flexibility and value.
Reduced investment charges – increased value for
money

Vanguard has reduced the investment charges on our index
trackers by an average of 44% and the UK Equity Index fund is
the cheapest fund at just 5bps.
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‘CHANGES INCLUDE
LOWER INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT CHARGES,
IMPROVED FUND CHOICE
AND BETTER VALUE.’
The Balanced Index Fund – default fund

This is our default fund and offers a reduced management fee
of just 9bps giving great value for pension clients. Particularly
those looking to consolidate pension assets and move from other
schemes, where they may have been subject to high investment
management charges.
We’ve also adjusted the fund asset allocation to reduce volatility
by lowering our equity exposure from 80% to 60% to help spread
risk. Together with a wider global weighting, this makes the fund
more truly balanced.
And the fund has been risk rated 5 by Distribution Technology,
which is categorised as low to medium risk and will appeal to
many clients looking to consolidate two or three pension pots.

INVESTM E N T

Common Contractual Fund – tax advantages

Built into the Balanced Index fund structure is a Common
Contractual Fund. This potentially reduces dividend tax on
worldwide equities, helps drives greater tax efficiencies for the
fund, and in turn can mean better returns for your clients.
Low cost/high value solution – low cost pension
wrapper

When sat alongside our low cost pension wrapper charge of just
25bps, this provides a compelling and attractive proposition for
clients looking for a low cost, high value pension solution.
The Balanced Index Fund for just 9bps means a quality
pension for just 34bps. Add the DT risk rating and potential tax
advantages... why wouldn’t you recommend this fund to your
pension consolidation clients?

These exciting changes put LV= in a great place to support you
and your clients on their retirement journey and you’ll see the
positive impact on our positioning for our LV= Balanced Index
Fund on the Defaqto and Synaptic product comparison sites. So,
it’s worthwhile making sure you are familiar with the fund and
that you can recommend the fund with confidence.

For more on how to secure a brighter retirement
future for your clients, speak to your LV= sales
consultant today. Call 08000 850250
or visit www.lv.com/adviser/consolidation
WS 0023802 07/18
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GROWTH VS VALUE
THE BIG DEBATE
Je re m y Po d g e r
Po r t f o l i o M a n a g e r
F i d e l i t y G l o b a l S p e c i a l S i t u a t i o n s Fu n d
Academics have trawled the data from the past century or more to
demonstrate that value has outperformed growth over the long run.
But it has been in a prolonged and unprecedented bear phase since
the financial crisis 10 years ago.
The cycles of growth and value performance have in the past largely
followed interest rate cycles - and we haven’t really seen an interest
rate cycle in the past decade. But, as for quality shares, growth has
been helped by declining bond yields (effectively making future
earnings more important in present value terms).
Performance of growth vs value stocks over the last
10 years

MSCI World Growth

MSCI World Value

June 13 - June 14

22.4%

22.3%

June 14 - June 15

13.3%

4.7%

June 15 - June 16

-1.5%

-2.7%

June 16 - June 17

18.8%

20.2%

June 17 - June 18

16.8%

6.1%

Source: Datastream, 30 June 2018. Based on total return in local
currency terms.

What seems certain is a general rise in inflation and rising bond
yields should be more supportive of value stocks. We saw this in
the brief value rebound in the second half of 2016 - but all those
relative gains have been given back.
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The impact of disruption - what’s happening here?

A lot has to do with the extraordinary pace of disruption caused
by technology innovation in all sectors of the economy. It is better
to be smart than to throw tangible assets at problems these days.
And in any case, a huge amount of the investment in really capitalintensive manufacturing has been in Asia, where competition
remains fierce.
In past economic cycles, demand strength led to supply shortages,
which led in turn to better returns on capital-heavy industries.
Disruption, and the changed nature of value chains across all
industries, mean that it is probably wrong to wait for a rising tide
to lift all boats, but rather, to mix metaphors, to fear that the devil
will take the hindmost. In other words, beware of ‘value traps’.
As is normal in long trends such as this, we would have to say
that value will probably recover after most people have finally
pronounced the last rites. In some respects it feels as if we are close
to this point - but it is not worth betting the house on it.

For more insight from Jeremy Podger and to find out
more about the Fidelity Global Special Situations Fund,
please visit professionals.fidelity.co.uk
Important information
This content is for investment professionals only and should not be relied on by private
investors. The value of investments can go down as well as up, so you may not get back what
you invest. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. Investors should
note that the views expressed may no longer be current and may have already been acted
upon. The Fidelity Global Special Situations Fund uses financial derivative instruments for
investment purposes, which may expose it to a higher degree of risk and can cause investments
to experience larger than average price fluctuations. Overseas investments will be affected by
movements in currency exchange rates. Investments in emerging markets can be more volatile
than other more developed markets. Investments should be made on the basis of the current
prospectus, which is available along with the Key Investor Information Document, current
annual and semi-annual reports free of charge on request by calling 0800 368 1732. Issued by
Financial Administration Services Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Fidelity, Fidelity International, the Fidelity International logo and F symbol are
trademarks of FIL Limited. UKM0718/22277/SSO/NA
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THREE-WAY
COLLISION
D i d i e r S a i n t - Ge o r g e s
M a n a g i n g D i r e c t o r a n d M e m b e r o f t h e In v e s t m e n t C o m m i t t e e
Carmignac
After largely calling the tune for the
developed world’s leading economies for
a decade, central banks now appear to be
bowing out. This shift has tremendous
importance for investors, because it is
shaking the whole market edifice. But
it also leaves the field open for two other
forces previously suppressed: the business
cycle and government policy.
On the first count, the cyclical
upswing of the last two years – currently
being prolonged by President Trump’s
expansionary fiscal policies – has left
investors complacent for now. The business
cycle is beginning to show signs of running
out of steam, however. On the political
front, the free-market globalised economy
in recent years has sparked rebellion against
the neoliberal economic status quo. But
what most threatens to upend financial
markets are the concurrent monetary,
economic and political shifts taking place.
Are we really heading for a trade
war?

The United States’ current assault on
China, combined with a dwindling global
supply of dollars, has already begun to
claim casualties. The Chinese stock market
suffered in the beginning of the year. The
economies most highly dependent on dollar
financing from abroad have also been hit,
Argentina above all.
It could just as reasonably be argued
that there are down-to-earth, short-term
political grounds for the US administration’s
latest moves. A deal with China and, if
possible, with the European Union prior
to the midterm elections, might well make

a positive impression on American voters.
That means investors wishing to develop
a sound investment strategy shouldn’t
preclude the idea of a rational outcome to
the whole affair.
In the near term, the need to preserve
clients’ capital under all scenarios justifies
great caution, but asset managers will also
have to show flexibility and responsiveness
as there is no guarantee that the worst
will happen.
Is the Eurozone doomed?

Those who tend to panic whenever a
political current vaguely calls for exiting the
Eurozone are missing a key point: public
opinion everywhere has grasped just how
prohibitively expensive that would be.
Right or wrong, the Euro is “irreversible”,
as Mario Draghi recently stressed. There is
an urgent need to reform the way the entire
European Union operates, however.
For example, a German plan for tax reform
would provide a credible response to an
already perceptible economic slowdown. By
evincing that kind of political leadership,
Germany would distinguish itself as the
locomotive driving European growth,
rather than as a stickler for compliance
with the Maastricht criteria. Arguably
one of the most common mistakes made
by pundits in the English-speaking world
is to underestimate how much political
determination there is to ensure the
Eurozone’s survival. In our view, the real risk
in the near term will come from a cyclical
contraction, given that monetary stabilisers
are spent and fiscal stabilisers are woefully
inadequate due to a lack of reforms.

The upshot is that politics has become
the primary focus of investor concern,
making the outlook highly unpredictable
and prompting considerable caution. But
policy-makers should, in the end, have
enough common sense to steer us towards
benign compromises. We believe that the
real risk facing financial markets is more
complex and therefore less easily grasped
in the short run by investors. It consists in
a possible three-way collision: destabilising
economic policies, a cyclical economic
slowdown and central banks with little
room left for intervention – all at the
same time.

Please contact our UK team to
find out more about Carmignac at
0207 360 6114 or by email at
UK_Team@carmignac.com
Promotional article. This article may not be reproduced,
in whole or in part, without prior authorisation from
the management company. This article was prepared by
Carmignac Gestion and/or Carmignac Gestion Luxembourg
and is being distributed in the UK by Carmignac Gestion
Luxembourg UK Branch (Registered in England and Wales
with number FC031103, CSSF agreement of 10/06/2013). It does
not constitute a subscription offer, nor does it constitute
investment advice. The information contained in this article
may be partial information, and may be modified without
prior notice. Access to Carmignac’s Funds may be subject
to restrictions with regard to certain persons or countries.
Funds may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, for
the benefit or on behalf of a “U.S. person”, according to the
definition of the US Regulation S and/or FATCA. Funds
present a risk of loss of capital. The Fund’s prospectus, KIIDs,
NAV and annual reports are available at www.carmignac.com.
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Smarter than it looks
The world of bricks and mortar is piled high with brilliant – and surprising – investment
opportunities. Take this bright little idea, investing in loans backed by property.
It could slot nicely into that gap between cash savings and the stock market.
We call it Octopus Choice, and we’ve built it for clients looking for a meaningful
return on their capital. With a target interest rate of 4% p.a., no fixed term
and our own money invested in each loan at first loss, it’s not difficult to see
how much is stacked in its favour.
Who knew a plain ol’ brick could be so attractive? That said, please remember
this is an investment and its value, and any income from it, can fall as well as rise.
So your clients may not get back the full amount they invested. As these are loans
backed by property, they can be affected by changes in the property market,
so we can’t guarantee instant access to your clients’ investment.
To get started, search Octopus Choice, or call 0800 294 6819.

A brighter way

For professional advisers only. Not to be relied upon by retail clients.
We contribute 5% to each loan and our money is at first loss. Peer-to-peer investments are not protected by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). Octopus
Choice is offered by Octopus Co-Lend Limited, which is fully authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Issued by Octopus Investments, which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 33 Holborn, London EC1N 2HT. Registered in England and Wales No. 03942880. We record telephone calls.
Issued July 2018.
CAM07195
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THE TEN CORNELIAN
COMMANDMENTS OF
RISK-MANAGED FUNDS
Jo h n Ja c k s o n
M a n a g i n g D i r e c t o r, In t e r m e d i a r y B u s i n e s s
Cornelian Asset Managers
Our Risk Managed Multi Asset Fund Range, recommended by
SimplyBiz Investment Services, has become an increasingly popular
choice for those advisers seeking an actively managed, outsourced
investment solution.
Here are ten ways in which the SVS Cornelian Funds can help
support you in achieving your clients’ investment goals:

6. Our value for money approach

1. Broad range of options

7. Monitoring and Rebalancing

We offer eleven OEIC funds to choose from, across five different
risk levels and two different investment styles. Our core Risk
Managed Fund Range, with an eight-year performance track
record, consists of six funds, which invest in our widest range of
asset classes. Our lower-cost Risk Managed Passive (RMP) range
consists of five funds, and retains our approach to active selection
across asset classes while investing predominantly into passive
investments.
2. Upper volatility limit, but with the freedom to be
prudent

All eleven funds are aligned to a Cornelian Risk Level, with their
expected volatility managed below an upper limit. Unlike most
peers however, our funds are not constrained by a lower limit that
might prevent us from taking appropriate defensive action.
3. RPI+ return targets

Our goal is to add real value to your client’s investment over the
long term, targeting returns in excess of the Retail Price Index (RPI)
over the investment cycle. To reflect the fact that greater risk must be
taken for potentially greater returns, each RPI+ target increases with
the ability of the corresponding fund to take higher levels of risk.
4. Unconstrained investing

We access investments in a manner that provides your clients with
the best value for money. For our Risk Managed Fund Range, this
may be via OEICs, investment trusts, direct UK equities, gilts,
bonds or ETFs. Alternatively, our RMP range offers the solution for
those investors who wish to focus on lower cost, passive investments.
The portfolios are subject to a rigorous process of oversight and
monitoring. We continually review all of our funds and actively
manage the asset allocation to reflect the mix of assets that we
believe will add best value to investors and rebalance the funds to
ensure that they maintain their allocations.
8. Transparent, comprehensive reporting

We understand the importance of ongoing due diligence. We
provide full holdings look-through and expected volatility reports
each month, together with detailed, fund-specific Investment
Management Reports. We also support you with ad-hoc trading
updates, a suite of client-friendly literature and invitations to our
interactive webinars to aid you in client discussions.
9. Risk Ratings

We give you peace of mind that the amount of risk taken in
each fund will not exceed its specified level. We are risk rated by a
number of providers, including Defaqto Engage, Dynamic Planner,
Finametrica and eValue.
10. Availability

The fund ranges are easily accessible on all major platforms, and
are available within product wrappers, such as an ISA or pension.

We have removed all artificial barriers that might restrict investment
performance (such as a strategic asset allocation framework) to
ensure that our funds are ‘unconstrained’. Our investment team
is free to invest in the asset classes they believe will add most value
to investors: such as equities, traditional fixed income, specialist
credit, commercial property, absolute return, infrastructure, private
equity and commodities.
5. Experienced management team

The SVS Cornelian Funds give you the option to outsource
investment management to our team of dedicated experts. Our
investment team manages over £1bn of multi asset investments,
and has considerable experience in both fund selection and stock
picking.

We would be happy to provide you with any further
information. Please email us at info@cornelianam.com
Cornelian Asset Managers Limited, 30 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh EH2 4ET
www.cornelianam.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority No. 143452
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Celebrating
10 years
of income
delivery
for our clients

F&C MM Navigator
Distribution Fund

Ten years ago our F&C MM Navigator Distribution Fund made
its first income payment to shareholders. In a decade which
has seen yields come under pressure, the fund has continued
to deliver the goods. Today it is ranked number one for
income in the IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares sector.
Past performance should not be seen as an indication of
future performance.
Capital is at risk and investors may not get back the original
amount invested.
Visit us at bmogam.com/multimanagersolutions
or call us on 0800 085 0383

© 2018 BMO Global Asset Management. All rights reserved. Issued and approved by BMO Global Asset Management, a trading name of F&C Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. CM17075 (06/18) UK
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USING ENGAGEMENT AS
A FORCE FOR CHANGE
S t e v e Wa y g o o d
C h i e f R e s p o n s i b l e In v e s t m e n t O f f i c e r
Av i v a In v e s t o r s
Investors
often
come
under
pressure to divest from companies.
But engagement can be a more
effective way to bring about
positive change.

The economist Albert Hirschman once
argued that people have two different ways
of responding to disappointment: they
either vote with their feet or stay put and
complain. Hirschman called these options
‘voice’ and ‘exit’.
This dilemma applies to ethically-minded
investors. If shareholders in a company
discover it is polluting the environment or
mistreating its staff, should they voice their
concerns or simply exit the investment? I
would argue that investors should use their
voices before heading to the exit door.
Why is engagement a better
approach than divestment?

Engagement is more than a new-fangled
environmental, social and governance (ESG)
buzzword; it can be traced back to the very
origins of company law, which positioned
shareholders as the primary regulators of
corporate behaviour. Modern investors
should approach their responsibilities in this
spirit. They have a moral duty to act where
they have the power to enforce generallyaccepted standards.
How can investors make sure they
are listened to?

Equity investors have a variety of tools
at their disposal. They collectively have
the power to fire a company’s leadership at
annual general meetings, and can use this
to vote against strategies they disagree with.
They can also vote against auditors if they
are concerned the company’s report and
accounts are not being properly scrutinised
or do not truthfully represent the financial
and reputational risks it faces due to its
unethical practices.

Some argue that divestment from
fossil fuels is necessary because
the business model itself is the
issue, rather than isolated cases
of malpractice. How would you
respond to this?

It is true that the activity of fossil fuel
companies threatens the future of the whole
planet. But we would argue this makes
engagement even more important, because
the stakes are so high.
If carbon emissions are not curtailed, it
is possible global temperatures could rise
by six degrees by 2100. In current prices,
the associated damage could wipe $43
trillion off the value of financial markets1.
But without government engagement from
large and powerful investors, policymakers
may not come under enough pressure to
correct the market failure. And without
concerned investors on the share register
raising challenges to the board and
supporting changes to strategy, companies
will feel under much less pressure to change.
Investors who care should not just walk
away, otherwise it’s only those that don’t
care who remain. And this makes it harder
for the boards to change strategy.
Could you give an example of
successful engagement in the
energy industry?

Consider Exxon Mobil’s recent steps to
improve its approach to climate reporting.
We’ve been engaging with Exxon for over a
decade on this issue.
A significant milestone was reached at the
company’s AGM in 2017, when the Church
Commissioners, the organisation that
manages the assets owned by the Church
of England, led a shareholder proposal
requiring Exxon to publish an annual
assessment of the long-term effects of global
climate agreements on its portfolio.

Aviva Investors, and a significant
number of other shareholders, supported
the proposal, and this investor pressure
has begun to bear fruit. The company’s
reporting now includes assessments of the
impact of a global rise in temperatures on
its operations, as well as the sensitivity of
its portfolio to various supply and demand
scenarios.
What should investors do if they
fail to see the changes they are
pushing for?

Where
persistent
and
concerted
engagement has failed, then it’s time to use
the exit. But we strongly believe investors
should use their voices to bring about
change before they head for the exit. It
helps to accelerate corporate action.

For further information on our
range of funds contact your
usual sales representative or our
relationship management team.
Tel: 020 7809 6521*
Email: BDEUK@avivainvestors.com
1 Research from the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU),
commissioned by Aviva Investors
*Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes,
and to comply with applicable law and regulations
Important Information
Unless stated otherwise, any sources
and opinions expressed are those of Aviva
Investors as at 28 July 2018 and are not
investment recommendations or advice of
any nature. Capital at Risk.
Issued by Aviva Investors UK Fund Services Limited,
the Authorised Fund Manager. Registered in England
No 1973412. Authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Firm Reference No 119310. Registered
address: St Helen’s, 1 Undershaft, London, EC3P 3DQ. An
Aviva company. CI07277 08/2018
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MID-YEAR MARKETS:
WHAT’S CHANGED
SINCE JANUARY?
Jo h a n n a K y r k l u n d
G l o b a l He a d o f Mu l t i - A s s e t In v e s t m e n t s
Schroders
Reflecting back to look forward

The middle of the year always provides an opportunity to review
our investment strategy relative to the beginning of the year, and
identify what, if anything, has changed.
We came into 2018 positioned for reflation (a recovery in the low
rate of inflation). This is a strategy we established in 2016, with
an emphasis on emerging markets and cyclical (i.e. economically
sensitive) positions. But we took this down a gear in the first quarter
after we became concerned about equity valuations.
This meant reducing our equity exposure and diversifying into
government bonds and commodities, as well as adding to defensive
currency positions in the US dollar and the Japanese yen.
What next?

Stock market valuations have improved for the first time since
2015. Since the start of the year, the price-to-earnings ratio on the
main US stock market index, the S&P500, has contracted from
22.4 to 20.7. (The PE ratio is a valuation measure which shows the
relationship between a stock price and its company’s earnings. A
low number represents better value.)
In emerging markets meanwhile, we’ve seen bond yields rise (which
means prices have fallen) and emerging market currencies have
weakened by 7% on average. This suggests that there are now some
fresh opportunities to potentially generate return in this region.
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‘FOR NOW WE ARE
PATIENTLY WAITING FOR
BETTER OPPORTUNITIES,
FOCUSING ON MAINTAINING
A DIVERSIFIED STANCE.
BROADLY SPEAKING,
WE ARE LOOKING TO KEEP
OUR POWDER DRY FOR
THE AUTUMN.’
At the beginning of the year, we also stated reasons why “3%
was the magic number”. As long as global GDP growth stayed
above 3% and the US 10-year Treasury yield stayed around 3%,
the reflationary environment would continue and equity markets
would be supported. So far these conditions have been met.
Crucially, we are still not overly concerned about inflation. Yes, we
should expect an increase because of the late stage of the economic
cycle we are in – but we believe that technological disruption and
ageing demographics are suppressing inflation. Also, the Federal
Reserve is very much on the case in terms of keeping inflation
in check.

INVESTM E N T

This should ultimately preclude the need for overly aggressive
monetary tightening (i.e. the central bank raising rates dramatically
to curb inflation).
On some fronts, however, the news has deteriorated:
• US trade protectionism: President Trump has stepped up his
protectionist rhetoric and, as outlined in our previous outlook,
this poses a potential challenge to our growth forecast. At the very
least, the uncertainty created by his comments is likely to weigh on
global trade this side of the November mid-term elections.
• Strengthening USD: The US dollar has strengthened, driven by
the divergence between the Federal Reserve, which is still intent
on raising rates, and the European Central Bank (ECB), which
expects to keep rates on hold for another year. China also recently
announced an easing of monetary policy by cutting the country’s
banks’ reserve requirement ratio (i.e. the amount of cash banks
must hold in reserve), which has weakened the renminbi. We
don’t expect further US dollar strength from these levels.
• European political risk: There has been a resurgence in political
risk in Europe. The Italian government states that it supports the
Euro, but does not appear to want to play by the fiscal rules of
the Eurozone. Meanwhile, the ECB has signalled its plan to start
unwinding its quantitative easing (i.e. bond buying) programme
later this year, which could pose challenges to corporate and
sovereign bonds in the Eurozone as it removes a major support for
them.

For now we are patiently waiting for better opportunities, focusing
on maintaining a diversified stance. Broadly speaking, we are
looking to keep our powder dry for the autumn, when there could
be greater clarity on political risk or more attractive valuations.

More information about our Multi-Asset Solutions
strategic capability and insights from the
team are schroders.com/en/strategic-capabilities/
multi-asset-solutions
For more Schroders insights schroders.com/en/uk/
adviser/insights/markets/economic-slowdownapproaching-but-no-cause-for-alarm
Important information For professional advisers only. This material is not suitable for retail
clients. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The
value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may
not get back the amount originally invested. Schroders has expressed its own views and these
may change. The data contained in this document has been sourced by Schroders and should
be independently verified before further publication or use. The forecasts included should not
be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of issue. Our forecasts
are based on our own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any
errors of fact or opinion and assume no obligation to provide you with any changes to our
assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions may be affected by external economic
or other factors. Issued in May 2018 by Schroder Unit Trusts Limited, 31 Gresham Street,
London EC2V 7QA. Registered No: 4191730 England. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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An introduction to the
M&G Episode Income Fund
Everyone needs income…
As more governments attempt to pass responsibility
for their citizens’ retirement back to the individual, it
becomes even more vital to make some plans for future
requirements. This is particularly so in an environment
where people are living longer, so likely to have to fund
a longer time without a regular salary. Even before
retirement, people will have other uses for their savings,
such as holidays, children’s education or even a deposit
for a home.

…though good returns are not easy to find
The yields on most traditional sources of income
have fallen to historically low levels in recent years as
governments and central banks have attempted to
suppress interest rates in support of their economies.
In particular, the returns from many government bonds
have fallen so far that holding them will result in either
a minimal return or even a loss. What is more, investors
have become increasingly concerned about the
potential return of inflation and volatility.

A multi-asset approach
A multi-asset solution could be the answer – an
approach that invests across a variety of assets,
geographies and sectors gives the flexibility to benefit
from opportunities wherever they may arise in order to
potentially generate both income and capital return.

Income as an outcome –
the M&G Episode Income Fund
The M&G Episode Income Fund is a potential solution
to investors’ requirements for income at a time when
the returns from most asset classes have fallen to
historically low levels. The Fund is designed to generate
income and capital growth over the medium term
through a global multi-asset approach involving
dynamic and diversified investment across and within
asset classes. Please note that there is no guarantee the
fund will achieve its objective.
Fund Manager Steven Andrew seeks to invest in different
types of assets, including equities and bonds issued
by governments and companies from anywhere in the
world. The ability to invest across a variety of assets,
geographies and sectors gives the flexibility to benefit
from opportunities wherever they may arise.
In Steven’s view, asset allocation is the main driver of
returns over time. Steven believes that financial markets
often move irrationally because investors allow their
emotions to affect their decision-making. Using a
robust valuation framework, he assesses the economic
environment, seeking to identify occasions – ‘episodes’ –
where investor behaviour has moved asset prices away
from what he would consider their long term fair value,
or ‘neutrality’. He seeks to take advantage of emotionally
driven misalignments by positioning the portfolio to
benefit from prices gravitating back towards neutrality.

The fund allows for the extensive use of derivatives.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. There is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its objective
over this, or any other period. The income distributions and the value of your investment may rise and fall and
investors may not recoup the original amount invested.

To find out more please visit mandg.co.uk/episodeincome
or contact AdvisorySales@mandg.co.uk*

For financial advisers only. Not for onward distribution. No other persons should rely on any information contained within. *Please note that information contained within an
email cannot be guaranteed as secure. We advise you do not include any sensitive information when communicating with M&G in this way. This financial promotion is issued by M&G
Securities Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK and provides ISAs and other investment products. The company’s registered office is
Laurence Pountney Hill, London EC4R 0HH. Registered in England No. 90776. AUG 18 / 303002
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ARE UK EQUITIES
OVEREXTENDED?
David Marchant
Managing Director & CIO
C a n a d a L i f e In v e s t m e n t s
Following the reversal post a decade of quantitative easing (QE),
a backdrop of rising interest rates and political uncertainty in the
UK, US and Europe, many are debating to what assets they should
allocate their money. Some investors are concerned that an interest
rate-hiking cycle will see bond returns depressed, whilst others
believe the nine year equity market bull run is likely to come crashing
to a halt. These are, of course, legitimate concerns but, as long-term
investors, what are we focusing on?
The outlook for UK equities

To deal with equities first, whilst we are undoubtedly in an extended
bull run, valuations look fair, with the market valued at 14 times
projected corporate profits. Purely in price terms, the market is up
just 29% in a decade and 50% over twenty years. To us, this does not
look like a particularly overextended market, especially considering
the 4% dividend yield also on offer.
What also needs considering is how equities have performed over
history. Since 1962, investors in UK equities have generated positive
returns for almost all ten-year time periods. Looking at this entire 56
year range on a rolling month-by-month view, you would have had an
82% chance of generating an annualised return of greater than 2.5%,
excluding any dividends, over any ten year holding period. In total, the
average annual return (excluding dividends) is a very solid 7.5%.

‘WE ARE MORE
OPTIMISTIC ON THE
OUTLOOK FOR EQUITIES
OVER FIXED INCOME.’
However, gilts have only ever delivered a negative nominal total
return in four of the last 42 calendar years. Even when rates have risen
in a year, the average annual total return has been 6.2%. Gilts have
also exhibited just half the volatility of the UK equities, highlighting
their use as part of a diversified portfolio. This example just considers
gilts as the ‘base’ fixed income exposure for UK investors, yet there is
the potential to add additional returns through diversification into a
portfolio of actively managed corporate bonds for example.

For more information on our multi-asset fund range,
please contact Andrew Morris on 020 7415 6509.

Source: Morningstar Direct, as at 06/06/18

The outlook for fixed income

This brings us on to the outlook for sterling fixed income assets.
We are more optimistic on the outlook for equities over fixed income
but, as multi-asset investors, would also stress the need to maintain
a diversified portfolio suitable for your level of risk. Having not seen
a rate-hiking cycle for many years, some investors are worried about
the place fixed income has in client portfolios, particularly when they
need to be defensive.

Important Information
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments may fall as
well as rise and investors may not get back the amount invested. Income from investments
may fluctuate.
The information contained in this document is provided for use by investment professionals
and is not for onward distribution to, or to be relied upon by, retail investors. No guarantee,
warranty or representation (express or implied) is given as to the document’s accuracy or
completeness. The views expressed in this document are those of the fund manager at the time
of publication and should not be taken as advice, a forecast or a recommendation to buy or
sell securities. These views are subject to change at any time without notice. This document is
issued for information only by Canada Life Investments. This document does not constitute
a direct offer to anyone, or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares or buy units in
fund(s). Subscription for shares and buying units in the fund(s) must only be made on the
basis of the latest Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) available at
www.canadalifeinvestments.com.
Data Source – © 2018 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained
herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be
copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither
Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from
any use of this information.
Canada Life Investments is the brand for investment management activities undertaken by
Canada Life Asset Management Limited, Canada Life Limited and Canada Life European
Real Estate Limited. Canada Life Asset Management Limited (no. 03846821), Canada Life
Limited (no.00973271) and Canada Life European Real Estate Limited (no. 03846823) are
all registered in England and the registered office for all three entities is Canada Life Place,
Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BA. Canada Life Asset Management is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Canada Life Limited is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority.
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EMBRACING THE
MIFID II STORM
Davinia Rogers
Sales Director
Ve r b a t i m A s s e t M a n a g e m e n t
When the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID
II) hit the UK financial services industry earlier this year, it brought
a whole raft of multiple regulatory implications to the financial
planning landscape. MiFID II builds on the original Directive, with
the aim of further strengthening investor protection, and carries a
heightened focus on the key elements of suitability and transparency.
Whilst these are principles we stand behind, transitioning the theory
into practice has proved to be challenging for many advisers. With
this in mind, how can you ensure that the MiFID II regulatory storm
acts as the wind beneath your wings, rather than blowing your house
down? In this article, I will explore the potential investment solutions
which can help you to overcome the challenges of MiFID II, and
provide an enhanced service to your clients.
The starting line

Whether you outsource your investment strategies to a discretionary
fund manager, or simply choose to implement your investment
strategy through an advisory capacity, MiFID II requires that you
demonstrate client suitability and risk alignment throughout your
centralised investment process (CIP). Implementing a defined
process for selecting investment strategies allows you to demonstrate
clear parameters that you can in turn apply to your segmented clients.
At the end of the day, your selected investment strategy must match
your client’s appetite to risk and ability to bear loss.
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‘YOUR SELECTED
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
MUST MATCH YOUR
CLIENT’S APPETITE TO
RISK AND ABILITY TO
BEAR LOSS.’
With this in mind, how do you select the appropriate investment
solution to meet your needs and, most importantly, the needs of your
clients, and how do you implement and monitor your investment
solutions in the most efficient way? In addition, how do you monitor
the performance of your investment strategies against your expectations,
ensuring your strategy always aligns with your risk profiling tool?
For an independent business model you will need to start with a
review of the relevant market. Enhanced suitability questions can be
used to filter out investment options that are not suitable for your
clients. You will need to conduct a robust assessment of your client’s
attitude to risk, tolerance for loss, and ability to bear losses. Tools
such as Centra (the end-to-end financial planning system designed
by the SimplyBiz Group and powered by Defaqto) allow you to select
investment strategies that are appropriate for your client, by aligning
investment solutions with your client’s needs.

INVESTM E N T

‘WE UNDERSTAND THAT
IT IS VITAL FOR YOU
TO FIND THE BEST
INVESTMENTSOLUTION.’
MiFID II requires that you document and formalise your centralised
investment process. You will need to outline the processes that allow
you to conduct research and planning, determine your client’s risk
profile, set recommendations and finally compile a suitability report
(which must be issued prior to the recommended product transaction
being concluded). The Centra system allows you to deliver on all
these process requirements and seamlessly links all elements of your
CIP, whilst still allowing you to retain your independence by using a
whole of market independent tool.

3. Fixed strategy conditions: Look for investment solutions that
give you the power to set the conditions for your clients. Whether
you choose an active or a multi-index strategy, select an investment
solution that gives you the mandate to populate that strategic
asset allocation that will in turn align to your risk profiling tool.
4. Clear parameters that match your target market: Utilise
investment strategies that have a proven track record of
performance in line with your risk and return expectations, fall
within your strategic asset allocation and volatility parameters,
and meet your expectations.
5. Reporting: Choose investment strategies that provide you
with clear and transparent reporting and that allow you to
demonstrate your client’s fees in relation to performance in a
transparent manner.
At Verbatim Asset Management, we understand the many
challenges advisers face in the management and construction of
investment portfolios. With the ever changing regulatory landscape,
the advisory process in today’s world has become varied and complex.
We understand that it is vital for you to find the best investment
solution that matches your clients’ needs and fits perfectly into
your centralised investment process. We offer a range of active and
passive portfolio funds, managed model portfolios and a unique
discretionary management service. Our Investment Solutions are
overseen by our Independent Investment Committee, which brings
with it a wealth of knowledge and expertise to provide governance,
oversight and monitoring for all of our products.
We are proud to offer investment solutions that are designed to fit
seamlessly into your investment proposition and meet your and your
clients’ expectations consistently.

With these issues in mind, which investment strategies
should you consider?

1. Risk versus return: At the outset, you will need to agree your
client’s attitude to risk. You will also need to manage your client’s
performance expectations in relation to their risk tolerance. In
order to meet your client’s expectations, make use of an
investment solution that will absolutely align to your risk
profiling tool.
2. Adherence to strategic asset allocation and volatility
parameters: Seek out investment solutions that adhere to
the strategic asset allocation and volatility parameters of your risk
profiling tool. Find an investment solution you can be certain will
not deviate from these parameters, and is designed to deliver to
your expected risk and return consistently.

For more information, please email
info@verbatim-am.co.uk or contact our
sales team on 0808 12 40 007.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Do remember that the value of
an investment and the income generated from them can fall as well as rise and is not
guaranteed, therefore, you may not get back the amount originally invested and
potentially risk total loss of capital. The portfolios’ investments are subject to normal
fluctuations and other risks inherent when investing in securities.
Verbatim Asset Management has taken due care and attention in preparing this document,
which is solely for the use of professional advisers. Verbatim cannot be held responsible for
any inaccuracies arising out of information detailed within and will not accept
liability for any loss arising out of or in connection with its use.
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WHICH IS
BETTER, VALUE
OR GROWTH?
The answer is neither. The traditional distinction between value and
growth investing is too simplistic, and sticking to it blindly can lead
investors astray in their quest for long term returns.
Classically, ‘value’ investors looking for shares that offer a high yield
relative to their prevailing share price, pay little attention to the
types of shares with superior earnings growth potential that ‘growth’
investors buy. This is because rapidly growing companies are unlikely
to be available at bargain prices.
Viewed through a value/growth lens, a growth-rich business,
like Facebook, would not generally be seen in the same portfolio as
businesses in a growth-starved industry, such as coal mining.
Investing isn’t about putting stocks into boxes
When investors identify themselves as one or the other type, they
risk losing sight of the objective - delivering superior returns over time.
Through this lens the potential profit from a share purchase depends
on whether the share can be bought for less than its overall worth,
based on both:
1. a thorough examination of its intrinsic value
2. due consideration for the value of future growth (if any).
Why would growth or value companies trade at a
discount?
Shares trade for less than they’re worth for a number of reasons
that don’t necessarily relate to their future return potential. Investor
sentiment is not a good indicator of a company’s worth, but is a
wonderful indicator of where to start your search for opportunities.
Take the Facebook example, the Cambridge Analytica fiasco that put
personal data squarely in the regulators’ spotlight, also caused the share
price to drop. For that matter, along with data mining, coal production
has also been the target of popular and regulatory backlash. But among
widespread condemnation of both, the question of quality is often
overlooked. Dig deeper and there may be more than meets the eye.
Rather than being a barrier to corporate success, higher regulation
tends to be a barrier to competitive entry, and is often beneficial for
incumbents’ profitability in the long term. Specifically those that are
well-positioned for change.

For example, the likely regulatory burden of having to identify and
block inappropriate content is an exceptionally difficult task, one at
which only the companies with the most sophisticated technology—
like Facebook’s—will stand a chance of succeeding. And regulation
discouraging sharing data with third parties actually strengthens
Facebook’s competitive position, through capturing revenue that
previously had to be shared with partners.
Similarly, within a much-hated industry like coal production,
diamonds can be found in the coal dust. The transition to cleaner fuel
sources like gas and renewables won’t happen overnight, and will depend
on power producers maintaining production, so that households and
small businesses particularly, are not negatively impacted by the costs
or unreliability of, for example, solar and wind power. Coal companies
that have found ways to reduce pollution, or indeed transition to more
sustainable sources themselves, will have a valuable role to play in the
transition, if not into the future.
With the enormous economic demand for high-quality sources of
both power and data, the prospects for well-positioned companies in
these industries would be brighter than implied by their current stock
market prices. Which means that both the growth-starved and the
growth-rich could be useful in a portfolio designed to utilise market
disfavour.
Comfortable being uncomfortable
It’s important to remember though, that periods of underperformance
are a feature of investing in unpopular shares. You’ll need confidence
in your rigorous assessment of a share’s long-term worth in the face
of continued negative sentiment. Fortunately, the stock market has
historically done a good job uncovering and rewarding true intrinsic
value over the long term—and we have every reason to believe it will
continue to do so. This in combination with a healthy confidence in
our research, makes us comfortable being contrarian investors, with
neither a growth nor a value preference.

To find out more, please visit
www.orbis.com/uk/intermediaries
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FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS ONLY

Hundreds
and thousands
of income
opportunities
Multiple sources of income
in an actively managed, multi-asset & multi-manager portfolio
Income

Risk adjusted returns2

Total returns3

Historic yield

Frequency

Quartile rank

5yr quartile rank

5yr quartile rank

Premier Multi-Asset
Distribution Fund

4.2%

Income
paid
quarterly

1

1

1

Premier Multi-Asset
Monthly Income Fund

4.6%

Income
paid
monthly

1

1

1

1

The historic yield reflects distributions declared over the past twelve months as a percentage of the mid-market share price of the fund, as at 02.07.18. The yield is not
guaranteed and will fluctuate.

**

AA
** Premier Multi-Asset Distribution Fund only

•
•

Past performance is not a guide to future returns
and there is a risk of loss to capital
The value of shares and the income from them are
not guaranteed and can go down as well as up

Find out more:

0333 456 9033

www.premierfunds.co.uk/multiassetincome

•
•

Full details of the fund specific risks are available in
the fund prospectus and Key Investor
Information Document
Ratings and awards are not an indication, promise or
guarantee of future performance of a fund or
fund manager

WINNER
Best Multi-Asset
Fund Group of the Year

The Premier multi-asset range: income, growth, conservative growth and balanced solutions
For professional advisers only. Not suitable for, or to be relied on by, private or retail investors. All data sourced to Premier and based on class C income shares, unless otherwise stated. The
historic yield reflects distributions declared over the past twelve months as a percentage of the mid-market share price of the fund, as at 02.07.18. The yield is not guaranteed and will fluctuate.
Data and quartile rank source: FE Analytics, to 30.06.18. ¹As at 06.07.18. 2Risk-adjusted returns based on Sharpe ratio, cumulative weekly data. 3Total returns based on a bid to bid, dividends
reinvested, UK sterling basis. The Funds are in the IA Mixed Investment 20-60% shares sector. Past performance is not an indication of future returns. The value of an investment and any income
generated by it can go down as well as up and there is the risk of loss to capital. The methodology and calculations used by the companies or organisations that provide the fund or fund manager
awards and ratings are not verified by Premier Asset Management and we therefore are unable to accept responsibility for their accuracy. Ratings and awards should not be relied upon for
making an investment decision. Morningstar Ratings do not constitute investment advice. Copyright ©2018 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The Defaqto 2018 Diamond Rating is based on the
class C shares for the Fund. Defaqto is an independent researcher of financial products and is not authorised to provide financial advice. Premier Asset Management does not have any influence
or control over the Defaqto Diamond Ratings or the methodology used to create them, or that these will not change in the future, or that Premier Asset Management will continue to use Defaqto
ratings in the future. FE Crown Fund Ratings do not constitute investment advice offered by FE and should not be used as the sole basis for making any investment decision. All rights reserved.
A free, English language copy of the funds’ prospectus, Key Investor Information Documents and Supplementary Information Documents are available on the Premier website. Issued by Premier
Asset Management, marketing name for Premier Fund Managers Limited & Premier Portfolio Managers Limited, which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone
calls may be recorded for training and quality assurance purposes. 16071814158

INVESTM E N T

THINKING DIFFERENTLY
ABOUT DIVERSIFICATION
To m C a d d i c k
C h i e f In v e s t m e n t O f f i c e r
Santander
This is an interesting year for markets with underlying growth
indicators still relatively strong, but there’s a more nervous feel. Ahead,
we see returns weakening and volatility increasing, an environment
that demands different thinking around risk management.
Starting with the outlook for demographics and productivity, the
key drivers for long-term, sustained growth, the building picture
here isn’t looking attractive.
Average population growth in the western world has been falling
over the past few decades. The over 65s population in industrialised
economies rose from 8% in 1950 to almost 20% in 2015 and is
projected to continue climbing1. This, in time, points to more
people in developed nations taking out of the economy, which has
obvious implications for future productivity.
In the medium term, we’re also at a late stage in the current
economic cycle. The period since the last recession is already
longer than most cycles of the past 50 years. Profit margins are at
record highs in the US for example2, leaving little room for further
earnings growth.
Against this background, the European, UK, US and Japanese
central banks are beginning to dial down the quantitative easing
that has helped drive the current long bull rally, creating a more
fragile growth environment. Investor nerves are being tested by
geopolitical flashpoints, including Brexit, rising populism and the
trade war brewing between the US, China and others. Then there’s
the spectre of inflation, with rates in the EU, UK and the US edging
up over the past 18 months.
Therefore, while the environment for investing is still intact,
volatility is on the rise and lower longer-term returns can be
expected. But has the nine-year bull market fostered a degree of
complacency in some quarters around what it takes to achieve and
maintain effective portfolio diversification in these conditions? It’s
definitely worth drilling down into the diversification strategies
pursued by the funds you recommend.
Take bonds for example. A classic diversifier for equity risk, bonds
are currently expensive, even as rising inflation puts pressure on
central banks to raise interest rates. This may lead to an increase
in bond yields and a fall in bond values, triggering a drawdown in
equities and removing the correlation benefits between bond and
equity holdings. The past 50 years already tells us that bonds aren’t
always negatively correlated over sustained periods, casting further
doubt on their effectiveness as the primary (or only) diversifier.
We see an increasing need for more flexible and creative ways to
help spread risk and that’s where we believe derivatives can add value.

The speculative use of derivatives attracted negative headlines in
the immediate post-2008 crisis period, not forgetting their ancient
agricultural origins as a way to manage commercial risk around
harvest outcomes. Used carefully, derivatives can also be very
effective in managing portfolio risks, including price volatility and
rising inflation.
Options give you the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell
something at an agreed price within a set period of time. As with
any form of ‘insurance’, you pay a premium for that right and if you
don’t exercise it, you don’t get the premium back.
We make prudent, tactical use of short to medium term
exchange traded options (typically less than 6 month maturity) on
indices such at the FTSE, EuroStoxx and S&P 500 as part of the
diversification strategy for our Atlas portfolios range. We don’t trade
over the counter or take positions on individual stocks. We don’t
trade systematically either – we’ll only trade if it’s cost-effective and
expected to add value.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance of course,
but all our Atlas Growth portfolios benefited from put options
(where you buy the right to sell at a set price) as insurance against
market falls in the first quarter this year. We sold out of our
positions at a profit during the short-term corrections around that
time, generating income for each portfolio that helped offset the
impact of those corrections. Exactly as an effective diversification
strategy should.
Options aren’t the only tool available. We also use futures
contracts for example - a firm commitment to buy or sell at a future
date that can bring a different set of potential benefits. What we
don’t do is complacency. Our priority is always flexible, prudent
and cost-effective risk management, using a mix of methods most
appropriate for market conditions at the time.

For further information please contact Simon Durling,
Investment Product Specialist, quoting this article, on
07714 143205, email simon.durling@santanderam.com
or visit www.santanderassetmanagement.co.uk.
1 https://bankunderground.co.uk/2018/01/31/population-ageing-and-the-macroeconomy/
2 https://insight.factset.com/sp-500-reporting-record-high-net-profit-margin-for-q1-2018
The Santander Atlas Portfolios 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and the Santander Atlas Income Portfolio are part
of Lighthouse Researched Solutions Investment Funds & Services.
Only for use by investment professionals. This does not constitute advice on the suitability of
any investment. Opinions expressed are as of the date stated. Santander Asset Management
UK Limited, registered in Scotland at 287 Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5NB.
Authorised and regulated by the FCA.
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BE THE ADVISER
YOU WANT TO BE
Ni c k E a t o c k
Fo u n d e r a n d E x e c u t i v e C h a i r m a n
In t e l l i f l o
Intelliflo launched the iO Store in March to make access to
additional functionality as straightforward as possible for financial
planning businesses. In a world where we interact with apps every day
on our mobile phones and tablets, bringing a similar functionality
to our Intelligent Office software has already enhanced the way in
which many of our firms are working.
The idea and the execution are simple. Intelligent Office users can
access the iO Store from within their Intelligent Office account and
simply install the functionality of those partners who are available
within the store. We already have over 50 integration partners
within the store and new functionality is being added all the time.
The iO Store enables flexibility in the advice process and makes
access to new tools and functionality as straightforward as using the
latest technology on your smart phone.
Using Intelliflo’s Open API, data is passed securely between the
provider and Intelligent Office with all apps being rigorously tested
before going live in the iO Store, meaning that your firm will stay
compliant with industry and data regulations.
The term ‘app’ is generic from the perspective of the iO Store,
since it describes the integration of the provider with Intelliflo, with
the functionality varying between the different integrations.
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‘WE ARE MAKING THE
TECHNOLOGY EASILY
AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE
TO TRANSFORM THEIR
BUSINESS.’
Recently launched Centra is an example of this type of integration.
Data starts in Intelligent Office and is pushed to Centra with a
simple click. Advisers then go through goals based and research
planning within Centra and, on completion, all research details,
including the suitability report, are pulled back into Intelligent
Office. The SimplyBiz Group will enable your access to Centra, but
any other functionality you want is self-serve.
If there’s something that can enhance the way you work within
the iO Store, simply download it and get started – it’s that simple.

TEC HNOLOGY IN YOUR BUSI N E S S

eAdvisers
To this end, we are issuing a report in September on our eAdviser
Index, which analyses data from our user base to highlight the
transformative effect technology is having in financial advice
businesses. The key finding, which is found in the data and
experienced by the firms we have case studied, is that correct
adoption of technology saves time, drives efficiency and, ultimately,
boost the profitability of a firm.
Increased efficiency and ROI
As our eAdviser Index highlights, those advice firms which are
utilising and harnessing the technology on offer are experiencing
increased revenue per adviser, simply as a result of them being able
to service more clients than their peers. From small things, such as
the time consumed by manually re-keying data, to more obvious
things, such as being able to offer a tailored advice process to each
client by being able to instantly look at a range of providers that
best fit for their needs, technology is quickening and making the
advice process more profitable for firms.

Independence
At Intelliflo, we have a commitment to working with and offering
the best tools available to Intelligent Office users. We are open to
collaborating with anyone who can offer extended usability to advice
firms. That’s why we’re working with established industry names
and new firms, to offer a wide range of choice and functionality
through the iO Store.
Developers seeking to make their apps available on the iO Store
can work with the test functionality in our developer hub and
there are no restrictions on this – it is a truly open platform. Of
course, our own developers have the final say of which apps get
published to ensure quality control and the publishing of secure
and appropriate apps. However, the Open API makes for an almost
limitless development environment for tools which can interact
with Intelligent Office.
This means that Intelligent Office offers its users true independence
over the way in which they conduct their business. We have
embraced an open architecture philosophy since our inception and
have never and will never limit our users to just using our tools.
With so many apps already live on the iO Store and with many
more in the pipeline, we will not be capping the integrations which
are made available to our users.
Work your way
The iO Store extends the potential of the Intelligent Office software
to enable firms to build a truly bespoke business management
software – you can build the system that you need, not just work
with the system you are given. This offers a truly flexible way of
working, with firms being able to interact with new partners to
drive efficiencies and ROI in their business.

Giving advice firms more time
Equally, the technology is simply creating time for its users. With
fewer hours spent re-keying data and requesting valuations, for
example, what would you do with that time? Many are piling those
hours back into their business, but for others, it can mean more
time devoted to the things they love, be it a few extra rounds of golf
or more time spent holidaying. We have established a dedicated
customer success team at Intelliflo, to explore precisely this facet
of the advice process with our clients. They are in place to help
Intelligent Office user firms get the most out of the system and
ensure that all compartments of it are running as close to frictionless
as possible. By automating much of the advice process, firms are
improving their accuracy, compliance reporting, efficiency, ROI
and profit.
The iO Store is designed to accelerate the process of adoption
for advice firms. You can add the functionality you want, when
you want. By creating the iO Store, we are making the technology
easily available to everyone to transform their business. There are no
barriers to entry and it is a truly level playing field.
While we often hear the term ‘disrupt’ used to describe the
latest technology in financial services, advice firms rather have the
opportunity to enhance the way they work through technology.

If you are an existing Intelligent Office user and would
like to learn more about using the iO Store and working
with our customer success team, please speak to your
account manager. If you would like to learn more about
Intelligent Office and what it can bring to your business,
please visit www.intelliflo.com
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A NEW LOOK
FOR YOUR NEWSFEED

Last year, we introduced an exciting new function to your Member website, which allows you
to select how you view the site by choosing the home page that best suits your needs. As the
original News Feed home page still continues to be a popular option, we recently completed
our home page improvement programme by refining this option further. If you are currently
using the News Feed option, you will now be greeted by a new look and feel which pulls in
live news from across the site, showcases the latest events and keeps you on top of the latest
developments including product launches, Member deals and more. The home page now lets
you see a selection of our latest videos, download recent newsletters and e-bulletins and even
see what we’ve been tweeting about.
Want to change your home page?
If you want to change your current home page option – simply
click on the blue ‘change your homepage’ banner on the right
hand side of your screen, and then select which option you prefer,
remembering that you can switch back at any time by following
the same directions.
What’s new in the MediaHub?
We’ve also overhauled the look of our MediaHub. This area gives
you shortcuts to highlighted items as shown on the home page
(in case you missed any), as well as In The News which showcases
our latest press articles and opinion pieces from The SimplyBiz
Group, plus a Product NewsHub overview which brings you
the very latest news articles from our provider partners. You will
also see sections for eNewsletters & eBulletins so you can catch
up again on any regulatory news, or publications we’ve issued.

Our Publications menu lets you download all our latest magazines,
in full, and Videos brings you the latest Adviser Media Player
content including Advice Show segments, market updates from
our partners and recent webinar recordings and much, much
more. Regardless of how you view the site, whether it’s News Feed,
Operating or Tile mode, you will also notice that the MediaHub
now features as a menu item, alongside the Product NewsHub –
making access to the latest news even easier!

Visit the Member website at www.simplybiz.co.uk
to see the exciting new changes.
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LOOKING FOR
PROVIDER UPDATES?
Look no further than the Product NewsHub.

Stop by the Product NewsHub for all the latest industry news, market updates and product information, as well as videos, guides and
so much more.

PROVIDERS

Looking for specific information from
a particular provider? Go direct to
the Providers tab for a closer look
at their products.

LATEST NEWS

Find all the latest news on
products, resources, surveys
and more. Our product
news is updated with
new items daily.

What
will you find
in the Product
NewsHub?

INVESTMENTS
& PLATFORMS
Providing you with
the information that
suits the appropriate
investment strategy
for your business
and clients.

PROTECTION

Containing information
and news on protection
offerings for your clients.

PRE- & POST-RETIREMENT
Find the support material that
you'll need to help your clients
with the crucial decisions during
the retirement planning process.

THE KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

Guides and sales aids to help you develop
your product knowledge, thought leadership
feeds, CPD centre and more.

Plus keep an eye out for our new fortnightly e-newsletter, Digital Digest, which rounds up our partner news and videos from the previous
fortnight – delivered straight to your inbox.

You can find the Product NewsHub in the main
menu of your SimplyBiz Member website
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INTRODUCING…
THE OPERATING CENTRE
Ga r y K e r s h a w
C o m p l i a n c e D i re c t o r
The SimplyBiz Group

I’ve worked in the financial services industry for nearly three decades now and, during that time,
I’m yet to meet a single adviser who chose this career path because of their love of regulation!
Whilst I think most advisers view regulation as a necessary evil,
and wholeheartedly support the underlying objective of protecting
consumers, I understand that keeping on top of regulatory
requirements can become a heavy burden. Particularly because, as
you are more than aware, making sure your processes and paperwork
meets the policy rules put in place by the regulator is not a static
task; regulation is a moveable feast, and new guidance is produced on
nearly a weekly basis. Without the right support, the time you spend
on the essential task of ensuing your compliance needs are covered
can eat into the parts of the job that you really do love, including
spending time with clients.
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Luckily, here at The SimplyBiz Group, we do love compliance,
and we’re dedicated to making keeping up with your regulatory
requirements as simple as possible for you. In 2012, we introduced
our Vision compliance hub as a home for all of the material you may
need to run your business, and advise clients, compliantly. However,
as I mentioned above, regulation does not stand still and therefore we
have been working hard to create a brand new online solution which
will allow you to access all you need in one central hub, providing
improved efficiency to meet the increasingly heavy regulatory burden
found in today’s market – the Operating Centre.
On the next page, you can see some of the enhanced features of the
new Operating Centre.

TEC HNOLOGY IN YOUR BUSI N E S S

‘THE NEW USER INTERFACE
INCLUDES FEATURES YOU WILL
BE USED TO SUCH AS ADVICE
JOURNEY OR BUSINESS HUB
(FOR BOTH WEALTH AND
MORTGAGE ADVISERS), AND
NOW ALSO CONTAINS QUICK
LINKS TO CENTRA AND OTHER
PLANNING TOOLS.’

To take a look at the new Operating Centre
login to www.simplybiz.co.uk.
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